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EDITOR’S NOTE || By Nicole Krawcke

Plumbing industry addresses key

water issues during seventh EWTS

Engineers, manufacturers, utilities and code

o�cials gathered in San Antonio, Texas, May 10-11.

Contact Nicole

It’s been more than two years since I took over PM Engineer from my predecessor. What a wild and crazy

time that was — the COVID-19 pandemic was just getting started and lockdowns were being mandated.

Needless to say, I didn’t get out much that year, or even last year, for that matter. But, I’m happy to say

that, after two years, I was �nally able to attend my �rst technical event — the Emerging Water Technology

Symposium (EWTS), which was held in San Antonio May 10-11.

Co-convened by the Alliance for Water E�ciency (AWE), the American Society of Plumbing Engineers

(ASPE), the International Association of Plumbing and Mechanical O�cials (IAPMO) and Plumbing

Manufacturers International (PMI) in San Antonio, EWTS unveiled solutions for the nation’s most pressing

water challenges such as drought, Legionella and other waterborne illnesses, and the quality of the water

and sanitation systems in underserved communities.

In his opening remarks, IAPMO Executive Vice President of Advocacy and Research Pete

DeMarco pointed to a number of accomplishments for which the EWTS has served as a springboard,

including the development of the IAPMO Water Demand Calculator, which updates nearly century-old

methods for sizing plumbing systems, and the Water E�ciency and Sanitation Standard (WE•Stand), which

water-stressed communities can adopt in addition to their existing plumbing codes to accelerate the use

of water recycling technologies.

Keynote speaker Don Johnston, senior operations director for Water.org, delivered his presentation

remotely from Jakarta, Indonesia, with a 12-hour time di�erence. Johnston discussed the global water and

sanitation crisis and its impact on low-income areas.

“In about 19 years, we’ve seen water and sanitation access reach more than 45 million people through

more than 10 million microloans, with $3.7 billion disbursed to households,” he said.

Nicole Krawcke (left), chief editor of PM Engineer, moderates the panel discussion on the Infrastructure Investment & Jobs Act. Ed Osann, Dain Hansen and Stephanie

Salmon participate in the discussion.

Additionally, Special Pathogens Laboratory President and Founder Dr. Janet Stout gave her podium

presentation on understanding the need, bene�ts and limitations of applying supplemental disinfection

control in plumbing systems. Stout, a self-proclaimed “legionologist” sporting an “End Legionnaire’s

disease” pin, earrings and shoes, looked at approaches and products for mitigating the risk of

Legionellosis in point-of-use and point-of-entry building water systems.

 “There’s a party in your pipes… All the bacteria in your pipes is growing synergistically,” Stout said. “It

means other bacteria are helping Legionella to grow. All of this means there may be a greater need for

control, disinfection and innovation to control the growth.”

Additionally, she cautioned EWTS attendees to limit exposure to Legionella when staying in hotels. “I

always like to tell people what a ‘Legionologist’ does when staying in a hotel, knowing there are

increased risks. If there’s a decorative water feature at a hotel bar, you’ll see me there for 10 minutes and

no longer because if that water is contaminated with Legionella, there’s a time factor on exposure that’s

been noted in outbreaks of decorative water features in hotels. When I go into the hotel room, I �ush the

�xtures with super-heated water. I recommend that you do the same because, in outbreaks, studies have

shown the �rst person using that �xture in the morning got Legionnaires disease.

One of her key points was that improved water management requires knowledgeable Legionella

prevention and water service providers, which can come from certi�cation to ASSE/IAPMO/ANSI 12080

for Legionella Water Safety and Management Personnel.

The event also featured two panel discussions. The �rst was held on day one and addressed e�ective risk

management of building water systems. Julius Ballanco, president of JB Engineering and Code

Consulting; James Dipping, director of plumbing engineering for Environmental Systems Design; Matt

Freije, CEO of HC Info; Christoph Lohr, vice president of strategic initiatives for IAPMO; Kurt Steenhoek,

international representative for the United Association and Stout all participated in the discussion.

Ballanco, Dipping and Lohr are also PM Engineer columnists. Check out Ballanco’s and Lohr’s June

columns in this issue. You can read Dipping’s latest column in our May issue.

The second panel discussion on day two featured Ed Osann, senior water policy analyst for the National

Resource Defense Council; Dain Hansen, executive vice president of government relations for IAPMO,

and Stephanie Salmon, president of Potomac Government Relations and Washington representative for

PMI; and yours truly moderating the session on the implications and funding of the Infrastructure

Investment and Jobs Act, speci�cally as it related to the drinking water and wastewater portions of the bill.

The EWTS folks certainly threw me right into the deep end of the pool for my �rst time attending the event

and my �rst ever technical event! It was sink or swim, and I feel like I did a decent dog paddle. The event

was very educational, and it was great to be able to meet so many people in person after working with

them for two years.

IAPMO will provide sessions from the EWTS on-demand in the near future. To be noti�ed when they are

available, register at www.ewts.org/2022-ewts. I highly recommend all plumbing system designers and

engineers look into attending this educational event when it comes back in 2024.
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EWTS hosts successful

return in San Antonio

The seventh Emerging Water

Technology Symposium (EWTS)

returned as an in-person event for

the �rst time in four years, bringing

together industry, manufacturing,

water utility and government leaders

from around the world. The event

was held May 10-11 at the Westin

Riverwalk, San Antonio, and was co-

convened by the Alliance for Water

E�ciency (AWE), the American

Society of Plumbing Engineers

(ASPE), the International Association

of Plumbing and Mechanical O�cials

(IAPMO) and Plumbing Manufacturers

International (PMI). The focus of this

year’s event was building safe and

resilient plumbing systems.

PHOTO GALLERY

Survey Says

How do you earn

Professional Development

Hours each year for your

license?

College course – 0%

Attending an hour-long class, course,

seminar, webinar or professional or

technical presentation at a meeting,

training session, convention or

conference – 67%

Teaching an hour-long class, course,

seminar or professional or technical

presentation – 20%

Authoring a published paper, article

or book – 13%

Actively participating in a

professional or technical society –

0%

Other – 22% 

Results from online poll at

pmengineer.com

ONLINE POLL

AHRI and petitioners
file motion to vacate
Commercial

O NLINE NEWS
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Architects know what they are doing

A recap of the IAPMO Plumbing and Mechanical

Technical Committee meetings.
Contact Julius

CODES || By Julius Ballanco, P.E., CPD, FASPE

IAPMO held its Plumbing and Mechanical Technical Committee meetings the �rst week of May in

Anaheim, California. The meetings were run as hybrid meetings — in-person and virtual. The majority of

Technical Committee members appeared in person. Approximately �ve to six members connected

through the computer link each day. In addition to Technical Committee members, others could join and

testify remotely through the computer link.

The four days of meetings were held to review and vote on comments submitted to the code changes

published last year. The comments respond to the committee’s recommendations during the �rst review of

the code changes.

During any Technical Committee meetings, there are always some interesting statements and decisions

made by the committee. This year was no di�erent. What was expected to be an intense discussion was

the allowance of all-gender toilet rooms. The Technical Committee originally rejected the code change,

with the statement that the Building Code already allows all-gender toilet rooms. What was not included in

the committee’s statement was that the Uniform Plumbing Code speci�cally prohibited all-gender toilet

rooms.

One of the �rst questions raised was, “How do you deal with privacy in all-gender toilet rooms?” Since the

privacy compartment code change was a few changes later, the code change on all-gender toilet rooms

was tabled until after the privacy discussion.

Most assumed that the privacy requirements would be accepted, followed by the approval of the tabled

code change. That was not to be. The code change on privacy referenced the new standard on

partitions, IAPMO Z124.10. The standard speci�es three levels of partition privacy: All-gender, individual

gender toilet rooms and urinals.

The argument opposed to the privacy requirements was that the Building Code should regulate privacy. It

is not a Plumbing Code issue. Then one Committee member stated, “The architects know what they are

doing. We don’t need to regulate privacy.”

Such a comment received a myriad of responses, such as, “Why do we bother to have a code at all?”

With a close vote, the privacy code change was rejected.

The discussion on all-gender toilet rooms then continued with a slight modi�cation to require all urinals to

be in a privacy compartment. While the change speci�es privacy for all-gender water closets, there was

no de�nition of how private, privacy must be. Even without a clear understanding, the code change

allowing all-gender toilet rooms was recommended for approval.

The issue generating the most debate was Legionella. This surprised many on both committees since the

Technical Committee originally thought the work of the Legionella Task Group was good. ASHRAE and

members of ASHRAE SSPC 188 submitted a number of comments on both the plumbing code change

and mechanical code change. Additionally, a smaller group of the Legionella Task Group members

submitted comments accepting, in part, some of the changes proposed by ASHRAE.

ASHRAE preferred a direct reference to ASHRAE 188 and ASHRAE Guideline 12. The code o�cials on the

Technical Committee emphasized that it is not possible to enforce a risk management standard. In the

end, the small group’s changes were accepted, plus a few ASHRAE changes. At the end of the discussion

on the comments on the code changes, the Mechanical Technical Committee voted to recommend a new

Task Group of IAPMO and ASHRAE members to review all of the Legionella requirements in both the

Plumbing and Mechanical Code.

If you were a �rst-timer attending the code meeting, you would swear that both Technical Committees do

not like UL standards. Every time a UL standard was included in a code change, it was scrutinized and

often rejected. While UL standards were constantly challenged, one code change that �ew by with an

approval allows an engineer or contractor to use any SMACNA, ANSI or other organization’s standard for

duct construction. Another case of no rhyme or reason regarding the acceptance of standards.

There were a number of comments to the Plumbing Code regarding the sizing of sanitary drainage

systems, storm drainage systems and the design of venting systems. The remarks regarding sizing were

directed toward the engineers on the committee with the statement, “Can’t engineers do this already as

part of an engineered design?” The answer was always, “Yes, but don’t you want to provide the same

opportunity to plumbing contractors?” Apparently not, since every one of the code changes was rejected.

The vent design code changes received mixed reviews with the acceptance of single stack system

changes under the alternate engineered appendix and a few changes to wet venting.

During the Mechanical Technical Committee meeting, a lot of debate centered around the acceptance of

press connect �ttings for refrigerant systems. The union representatives requested that press connect

refrigerant �ttings be removed from the code. If you are looking for good technical justi�cation for such a

change, it does not exist. There were two di�erent code changes that would accomplish the same result.

After a long discussion, the �rst change to remove the acceptance of press connect refrigerant �ttings was

rejected.

When the second code change came up for review, everyone thought it would have the same result,

namely, being rejected. There was no discussion, and it went right to the voting. However, while watching

the balloting, all of a sudden additional votes started to appear. For the entire day, only 24 or 25 votes

were ever cast on a given comment. After a short delay in the voting process, 27 votes appeared with the

code change being accepted by a single vote.

The sta� took time to examine why the number of votes increased for this one code change. Jokes

started about being in Chicago (picking on my area of the country) or getting some dead bodies out of

the cemetery. After a short delay, every vote was veri�ed and the code change to remove press connect

refrigerant �ttings was approved.

All of the voting results now go to the Technical Committee for an electronic ballot. During the meeting,

only a simple majority is required to determine the recommended action. Electronic balloting requires a

two-thirds majority for acceptance of the recommendation. When a code change does not receive a two-

thirds majority, it is automatically listed for rejection of the comment.

The results of the electronic ballot will be reported in the Report on Comments (ROC) which will be

published over the summer. The �nal review of the code changes will be at the IAPMO Annual

Conference held in Charlotte, North Carolina, this September. At the Annual Conference, the IAPMO

membership gets to vote on all of the proposed code changes.

andreswd/E+ via Getty Images.

The views expressed here are strictly those of the author and do not necessarily represent PM Engineer or BNP Media.

Julius Ballanco, P.E., CPD, FASPE, is president of J.B. Engineering and Code Consulting , P.C . in Munster, Indiana. He can be

reached at by email  at jbengineer@aol.com.
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Three from one
Heating, cooling and DHW from a single system. Contact John

RENEWABLE HEATING DESIGN || By John Siegenthaler, P.E.

As global energy planning moves away from fossil fuels and toward electricity, an increasing number of

hydronic heating systems are being supplied by heat pumps. Some use water-to-water heat pumps

supplied by geothermal earth loops. Others use air-to-water heat pumps. Both types can supply warm

water for heating, chilled water for cooling and some or all of the building’s domestic water heating load.

To buffer or not to buffer  

If the heat pump with a �xed-speed compressor supplies a zoned distribution system, it is essential to use

a bu�er tank in both heating and cooling mode. If the heat pump has a variable speed, (e.g., “inverter”)

compressor, a bu�er tank may or may not be required. If the latter heat pump can reduce both its heating

capacity and cooling capacity to approximately the design load of the smallest zone, or less, a bu�er tank

is not required. However, this scenario is the exception rather than the rule. This is especially true for

highly zoned systems or systems with more heating zones than cooling zones.

One unique scenario is a system with multiple heating zones, many of which have heat output rates far

less than the lowest heating capacity of the variable speed heat pump, combined with a single-zone

chilled water air handler for cooling. In this scenario, a bu�er tank needs to be used in heating mode but

not in cooling mode.  

This sets up another unique possibility where the bu�er tank can bu�er both the space heating zones and

provide a signi�cant percentage of the domestic water heating load.  

The type of tank used for such an application is sometimes called a “reverse” indirect. The tank’s shell is

�lled with system �uid (e.g., water or an antifreeze solution). Domestic water passes through copper or

stainless steel coils suspended within the tank shell. Several North American manufacturers now o�er this

type of tank. One possible system con�guration using such a tank is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1 E NLA R G E

In heating mode, the heat pump maintains the water temperature in the reverse indirect tank. This

temperature might be based on a simple setpoint and di�erential. For example, the heat pump and its

associated circulator (P1) could be turned on when the reverse indirect tank temperature sensor drops to

100° F, and o� when the sensor temperature reaches 110° F. The heat pump could also be turned on and

o� based on outdoor reset control. The latter improves the heat pump’s COP under partial load

conditions. Unfortunately, it also increases the amount of supplemental electrical energy needed to bring

domestic water to a �nal (acceptable) delivery temperature.

Which of these control scenarios is “optimal” depends on several factors, such as the speci�c heating and

COP performance of the heat pump, the required supply water temperature to the heat emitters, the

domestic water heating load and, in the case of air to water heat pumps, the climate in which it operates.

Some simulations I’ve done based on a low ambient air-to-water heat pump supplying a low-temperature

hydronic system (105° F supply water at design load), located in upstate New York indicate a slightly

higher seasonal COP when the reverse indirect tank temperature is based on outdoor reset rather than

setpoint control. A thermostatically-controlled tankless electric water heater, such as shown in Figure 1,

provides the supplemental heat needed to bring preheated DHW exiting the tank coils up to the required

delivery temperature. A standard tank-type electric water heater could also be used for this �nal

temperature boost.

Variable speed benefits

In many homes, especially those in cold climates, the design cooling load is signi�cantly lower than the

design heating load. This is where a variable speed heat pump is very helpful. It can operate at full output

when necessary for design load heating, but “throttle back” on cooling capacity to prevent short cycling.

In cooling mode, the chilled water leaving the heat pump is routed to the air handler’s coil by a motorized

diverter valve. It does not pass through the reverse indirect tank. The heat pump’s compressor adjusts its

speed to maintain a preset chilled water supply temperature — typically in the range of 45° F to 55° F.

Mode switching

Since the reverse indirect tank is not needed for cooling operation, it can remain heated and provide

most of the temperature lift required to domestic hot water production. In some cases — where DHW

delivery temperature only needs to be around 120° F — the heat pump can provide all the heat required.

This is especially true during “non-heating” months when outdoor temperatures are mild, or even hot.

Under those conditions, the air-source heat pump will have high heating capacity as well as high COP.

When the system is operating in cooling and the temperature of the reverse indirect tank needs to be

increased, the system’s controls temporarily interrupt cooling. The heat pump switches to heating mode,

and the diverter valve directs �ow from the heat pump to the reverse indirect tank. In just a few minutes,

the temperature of the tank can be recovered, and the system can switch back to cooling. For example, a

nominal 4-ton rated heat pump operating at outdoor temperatures of more than 80° F could have a heat

output in the range of 60,000 Btu/h. That output could boost an 80-gallon reverse indirect tank by 10° F in

about 6.6 minutes.

When switching between heating and cooling, it’s important to remember that most heat pumps have an

internally-controlled minimum time delay of around three minutes between being turned o� and then back

on. This time allows refrigerant pressure di�erentials to decrease prior to restart.

Another detail that enhances comfort when switching back from heating the bu�er tank to chilled water

for cooling is to keep the air handler’s blower o� until the coil has chilled down. The time required

depends on the water volume between the heat pump and coil as well as the cooling capacity of the heat

pump. In most cases, two to four minutes are all that’s required. The blower startup can be controlled by a

time delay relay or equivalent BAS programming. Some air handlers contain the necessary controls for

this function.

Details matter

Making this concept work smoothly requires attention to detail.

First, be sure that any piping and components that contain chilled water are insulated and vapor sealed.

Don’t get sloppy here. Nature will �nd the imperfections in your insulation and chastise you in the form of

dripping condensate. One product I really like for small scaled chilled water cooling is pre-insulated PEX

tubing. When the chilled water air handler is located some distance from the mechanical room, this pre-

insulated PEX can be routed through the building faster and easier than rigid tubing covered by many

custom-cut and glued pieces of elastomeric foam insulation. There will also be far fewer joints and thus

fewer chances of condensate issues.

Be sure to install the check valves shown in �gure 1 to minimize heat migration between chilled water

piping and a warm reverse indirect tank.

Finally, use a reverse indirect tank with the largest available internal coil(s).  The greater the surface area

of the coil, the greater the rate of heat transfer between the tank water and the domestic water in the

coil(s).

E�ciency & Comfort: This system concept is a great example of how modern hydronics technology can

be adapted to a renewable energy heat source (e.g., the heat pump) to provide space heating, cooling,

and domestic water heating loads.  It’s a great �t for new energy-e�cient homes, especially those

intended to reach net-zero status - while maintaining the “gold standard” of comfort that no mini-split or

“all air” system will ever deliver.

OgnjenO/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

John Siegenthaler , P.E., is a consulting engineer and principal of  Appropriate Designs, in Holland Patent , New York. In partnership

with HeatSpring, he has developed several online courses that provide in-depth design- level training in modern hydronic systems,

air-to-water heat pumps and biomass boiler systems. The fourth edition of his textbook — “Modern Hydronic Heating & Cooling” —

was released in Apri l . For more information, visit www.hydronicpros.com.
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Contact Ethan

The proof is in the pudding
Understanding thixotropy and viscosity in plumbing

and mechanical engineering.

WATER COOLER CONVERSATIONS || By Ethan Grossman, P.E., CPD

Some of us may remember a day when ketchup was placed in thick glass bottles with skinny necks. I’d

like to meet the person who came up with that idea and kindly ask, “What were you thinking?” How many

of us would sit in diners hitting the bottom of the bottle with the heel of our hand or shake it aggressively,

�nally giving up and jabbing a butter knife into the neck and making a big ketchupy mess? Whoever

decided to put the ketchup in the bottle and play that joke on us may or may not have realized that

ketchup is a special type of �uid known as thixotropic, meaning it gets thinner as it is shaken.

Another thixotropic �uid, although less common table fare than ketchup, is pudding. Think back to your

own formative years, sitting in a high chair with a bib. Your caregivers may have put a bowl of pudding-

like food in front of you. As you play with your food, trying to coordinate the use of a spoon something

may have put in your hand, you may have mixed it around or slung a bit here and there. The more you

mix, the thinner it gets. As you sling it around you notice that it thickens up again, maybe even caking up

on the wall or your parent’s clothes.

A thixotropic �uid is one that exhibits characteristics of thixotropy. Thixotropy is de�ned as a time-

dependent shear thinning property. Put simply, after a thixotropic �uid starts to move it gets thinner, its

viscosity decreases and it starts to �ow more freely. One of the most fascinating things about a thixotropic

�uid is that it can return back to its more viscous state. Thixotropy arises because the particles in the �uid

require time to re-organize. Just like materials change their physical state based on temperature, going

from liquid to solid to gas; �uids like ketchup and pudding change their physical viscosity (thickness or

thinness) based on how much they are agitated.

Viscosity is the measure of a �uid’s resistance to �owing at a given rate. It is measured in mass per unit

area at a certain rate, known as the rate of shear deformation. There is a whole plethora of units used to

describe viscosity, or how thick a �uid is. The list includes units like Poise, Stokes, Saybolt Seconds

Universal and Degree Engler. The formula for viscosity is: 

The Poise has a relatively logical de�nition as it is the “viscosity of a �uid in which the tangential force of 1

dyne per square centimeter maintains a velocity of 1 centimeter per second between two parallel planes

that are 1 centimeter apart.” I imagine the movement as if you were to slowly push a dice across the table

with your index �nger. If you take that force you used to push the dice and divide it by 100, you get 1

centipoise and this is the viscosity of water. Another facet of viscosity is the density of a �uid. If you take

viscosity and divide it by the density you get units in Stokes and centistokes. Once again, the kinematic

viscosity of water is about 1 centistoke, but comparatively the kinematic viscosity of oil would be less than

the dynamic viscosity since the density is less.

Stepping outside the realm of metric units we have a couple of units that involve test procedures

developed by ASTM (American Society for Testing and Materials). ASTM D88 is the empirical method for

determining the Saybolt Universal viscosity, speci�cally for petroleum products. For reference, the SSU

(Saybolt Second Universal) viscosity of water is about 31 SSU. In classic imperial fashion, the test method

is unique unto itself. The test method utilizes a viscometer developed by George Saybolt and utilized by

Standard Oil starting in the 1880s. Basically, 60 milliliters of �uid is placed in the device and allowed to

�ow through a calibrated tube. Voila, the time it takes for the �uid to pass through the tube in seconds is

your viscosity in SSU. Since 60 ml is only a couple of ounces and the viscosity of water is 31 SSU, that

calibrated tube must be pretty small in diameter. Degree Engler goes back further than Saybolt Seconds

and is basically a ratio of the time it takes for 200 ml of a �uid to �ow through a tube relative to water.  

One of the most common references to viscosity is when we go to change our motor oil. Motor oil is not

thixotropic but its viscosity does change with temperature. Engine oil is truly an engineered �uid since you

want it to be thin when you start your engine but not get too thin as it heats up. The Society of Automotive

Engineers (SAE) has developed a viscosity rating system where the number proceeding the “W” is for

winter conditions, or cold starting and the second number is the viscosity at operating conditions. For

reference, a 10W-40 motor oil will have a Saybolt viscosity of around 125 SSU at 100° F and not get much

thinner at higher operating temperatures. I’m no expert by any means on this matter. If you wanted an

expert explanation, you would have to ask a “tribologist,” an expert in the science and engineering of

interacting surfaces in relative motion.

Besides the fact that is interesting to learn about �uid properties, how are thixotropy and viscosity relevant

to plumbing and mechanical engineering? Probably the best example is when we apply glycol mixtures

for freeze protection. Glycol mixtures have a higher viscosity which a�ects pipe, pump and coil sizing. The

other example is fuel oil. Knowing the type of fuel oil may determine if additional clearances are required

in the pumping equipment.

One of the most fascinating things about engineering is how we de�ne the properties of materials with

math, formulas and units. If you are like me, mathematics can be intimidating. I like to see and feel

something to know how it acts. For when you have direct experience with all of the things that we design

you can truly understand that the proof is in the pudding.

Grafner/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Ethan Grossman, P.E., CPD, is the plumbing and f ire protection discipl ine leader at Smith Group ’s Boston off ice. He can be reached

by email  at ethan.grossman@smithgroup.com.
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Unintended consequences
Plumbing failures mimicking Flint will occur with increasing

frequency in various parts of the Unites States unless we do

something to change it.

Contact Christoph

STRATEGIC PLUMBING INSIGHTS  ||    

By Christoph Lohr, P.E., CPD, ASSE 6020, LEED AP BD+C

“It couldn’t happen where I live.” Many in the United States probably thought that when watching the

horror occurring in Flint, Michigan, from 2014 to 2016. At that time, Flint residents — and the public at large

— were “o�cially” made aware that there was something wrong with the water coming out of Flint faucets

and showerheads — “o�cially” only because the same Flint residents already knew there was something

wrong and had been saying so for quite some time. Discolored water that tasted bad was coming out of

their taps. Showers that, instead of cleaning, were causing rashes to develop. The cause was increased

lead (Pb) levels in the water. Everyday hero, Dr. Mona Hanna-Attisha, chronicled well her horror in realizing

the changed water source was leaching lead from the piping distribution systems in the city. Lead is

especially harmful to children both within and without the womb — it can impair their cognitive

development permanently, leading them to be disabled their entire lives. It also is likely that lead contact

can weaken the immune system.

Then, sometime after the lead exposure, some people started getting even sicker. Really sick. The cause:

Legionella pneumophila, a naturally forming bacterium that lives in the water. If you were to drink it, you’d

be �ne. Nothing would happen if it were to come in contact with your skin. No issues would develop if

you got water with Legionella pneumophila in your eyes or ears. The issue comes if the bacteria become

aerosolized, via a faucet or shower, and a person with a compromised immune system (like those who

were exposed to lead) was to breathe in these water droplets. At this point, the bacteria, which thrive at

temperatures from 80° F to 120° F, could grow rapidly in the lung aioli, causing severe fever and

pneumonia. This is known as Legionnaire's disease. Somewhere between 10% to 25% of people who

contract these bacteria die. Those who survive often have conditions that plague them for months, years

or even lead to further complications that ultimately kill them. The number of Legionnaire’s disease cases

continues to increase year after year, for a number of reasons — misdiagnosis, plumbing design and

construction, water conservation and water overuse, etc. In 2015, there were 6,079 cases. By 2018, the

number had risen to 9,933 cases. And now this terrible disease began to strike the people in Flint.

As the leached lead likely began to weaken many Flint residents’ immune systems, Legionella bacteria

took advantage to deliver serious, deadly consequences. The o�cial death toll due to Legionnaire’s

disease was 14 people. However, as a PBS “Frontline” documentary found out, the actual death toll was

most likely much higher, due to the exclusion of complications and misdiagnosis; “Frontline” estimated

that more than 120 people died as a result of Legionnaire’s disease in Flint. Many more still deal with the

debilitating after-e�ects today.  

We think of Flint as a distant place. We also think there is no way our plumbing systems are unsafe. We

believe that a Flint-like situation can’t happen where we live. We assume the water coming into our homes

is safe. We take for granted that our sewer lines will take our waste away. We walk into the dentist’s o�ce

to have wisdom teeth pulled expecting to walk out. We expect that when we walk down the street, the

natural gas systems won’t cause harm to us. Every day, as we interact with any number of plumbing

systems, we expect them to work and improve our lives. But the success of plumbing systems in

improving our day-to-day lives has also been its undoing. Complacency has set in. And the rarity of

witnessed failures has led us to believe that plumbing must be simple. This belief leads us to ignore the

legion of small pinpricks that continue to negatively impact us every day. In fact, as a society, we have

created a host of ways to ignore it.

As human beings, we are intensely irrational creatures. We fall for any number of logical fallacies for any

number of reasons. One logical fallacy that we have fallen for in this case is Occam’s Razor — “The

simplest solution is the best.” However, in this case, the simplest solution is not always the best. In the

world of plumbing systems, we have used a number of “rules of thumb” or “quick �xes” to “make things

easy,” “speed up the construction process,” or “save water.” However, in an e�ort to streamline plumbing

engineering and construction, or to save costs or resources, we have created a host of unintended

consequences for which we are now paying dearly; unintended consequences in the form of building

water systems that make us sick, disable us for life and even kill us.  

Second-order thinking is not a natural skill for most of us; it is a part of a strategic planning mindset and

that is a learned skill. As a Farnam Street article once said, “Often when we solve one problem, we end

up unintentionally creating another one that’s even worse.” It can be di�cult to anticipate which problems

our solutions create, especially if decision-makers lack the necessary training and education to realize

this. We would do well to remember Newton’s Third Law of Motion states that “Every action has an equal

and opposite reaction.” This law plays out in the world of engineering every day. Unfortunately, the

people who have made decisions about our drinking water systems often have not seemed to understand

this lesson and have repeatedly made decisions that have jeopardized our well-being in small ways.

When combined, enough of these small negative consequences create large, slow-moving disasters.

Often these large, slow-moving disasters are precisely the type that are so easy for human beings to

ignore.   

Large disasters easily capture our attention. When the Hyatt Regency Bridge collapsed in Kansas City in

1981, the result was di�cult to ignore and garnered national news coverage: 114 killed and more than 200

people injured. The technical reason for the failure was a decision made during construction to deviate

from the original design to hang one walkway from the other in lieu of using a common rod. This doubled

the load on each washer and nut, which ultimately led to the catastrophic failure of the multiple walkways.

The nontechnical reason for the failure included the engineer of record failing to properly review the

revised design and consider the unintended consequences of the small revisions.

Disasters of all sizes and velocities tend to be the result of a series of small decisions that had accidental

results. These small decisions still follow Newton’s Third Law in a metaphysical sense — action and

positive and/or negative reactions occur. In the world of plumbing — the industry I know and love — we

have seen one unintended consequence after another occur. From low-�ow plumbing �xtures increasing

the potential for waterborne pathogen ampli�cation to new disinfectants causing corrosion to HVAC

engineers not understanding how to properly install medical gas systems and creating risk to patients, in

so much of plumbing system engineering and construction our society has created so many small

hazards. After 80-plus years of these practices, these small, unintended consequences have added up. All

we needed was a �nal catalyst to push the entire system over the edge.

In many ways, that �nal catalyst appears to have been the COVID-19 inspired lockdowns of 2020. So

much of our plumbing systems — people and materials — were already under strain before the pandemic.

Economic and health concerns caused many systems to break. With COVID closing many parts of the

economy, revenue for the industry fell dramatically and has caused the loss of industry knowledge that we

may never get back. However, most noteworthy, the circumstances of mass building vacancy likely

exasperated the waterborne pathogen ampli�cation that was taking place in preceding decades.

Stagnant water sitting in vacant buildings has an increased potential for harmful metals to leach into the

water and for bacteria like Legionella to grow and multiply. This makes the water system more hazardous

over time. It presents a particle concern for the building occupants who are �rst to return to the building; if

building owners were not diligent about their �ushing and testing, there is an increased likelihood that the

people who �rst “reoccupied” the buildings were exposed to contaminants of some kind. Unfortunately,

even this concern was diminished. While almost the entire plumbing and water industry was shouting this

concern from the mountaintops, the construction industry at large ignored the concern due to a focus on

COVID. While the numbers of COVID-related deaths and economic decline due to lockdowns have been

often discussed, the actual impact in terms of number of sicknesses and dollars spent on water-related

disease is hard to quantify, as the science on this is still emerging. However, we will undoubtedly discover

some of the problems that were caused over the upcoming years. The challenge will be allocating

resources to fully understand the problem and then determining the correct course of actions for

solutions.

Fortunately, there are solutions; unfortunately, they require e�ort on all our parts. I’ve spent much of my

adult life understanding the context of what has led the plumbing industry to where we are. I now hope to

try and summarize my experience and work for you all. If we, as a society, don’t gain at least an

understanding — if not an appreciation — for plumbing at this critical juncture, we risk our health and

safety long term. The problems we see now will continue to increase in size and scope until we end up

having total systemic failure.

Even then, due to the decentralized nature of plumbing systems, we will not see these failures occurring

simultaneously. These failures likely will mimic Flint but will occur with increasing frequency in various

parts of the United States. News stories in which entire communities or cities lose access to clean water

and sanitary conditions will likely increase in frequency. I expect to see national news stories that

synthesize dental gas deaths and injuries across the country within the next �ve to 10 years. In light of our

newfound focus on COVID, I also predict that as a country, we will begin to pay more attention to bacteria

and viruses that live in our water systems than ever before. The current crisis o�ers a great opportunity for

us to reset our purpose on one of our most important resources — water.  

The good news is many already recognize that plumbing is essential. During COVID, many, if not most, of

the country’s governments deemed the plumbing industry “essential services” — no small matter!

Considering that human beings can only survive three days without water, I think most of us would agree

with this declaration. Sadly, however, when it comes to the engineering and construction of buildings, this

thought process is not followed. Often the discussion of plumbing is not even part of the discussion for

projects. This devaluation is likely a result of our daily decisions as a society — we really don’t talk much

about plumbing. Worse yet, when we do talk about plumbing, we often do so using words to demean it.

At the very least, this language needs to change. Words have meaning, and if we don’t value plumbing

with our words, we shouldn’t be surprised if our plumbing systems begin to fail with more frequency. At

the World Plumbing Council’s virtual event in 2020, the question was raised: “If we think plumbing is

essential, then why don’t we act like it?”  

Our words, and the way we talk about plumbing, make an impact. A famous proverb by Frank Outlaw

comes to mind at this instance:

“Watch your thoughts, they become words;

watch your words, they become actions;

watch your actions, they become habits;

watch your habits, they become character;

watch your character, for it becomes your destiny.”

If our words about plumbing systems diminish the industry, we shouldn’t be surprised when the �nancial

incentives drive to the lowest common denominator, quality su�ers as a result and then our systems fail.

We literally get what we asked for. Our language and knowledge about plumbing need to improve if we

want to avoid more failure. Winston Churchill’s words ring true: “We shape our buildings, and afterward

our buildings shape us.”

In this sense, our society is failing plumbing, and thus our plumbing systems fail us.

I hope and pray that all the people of this world have access to clean water and sanitary sewer systems.

In the United States, we have such an advantage in this regard, but this advantage is eroding more

quickly over time due to our words and actions. Flint is one of many “canaries in the coal mine,” as it

were, for us. If we want to avoid further danger, we each have our part to play and need to take action

now. Thank you in advance for your time and consideration in reading this column, and then taking the

knowledge here and helping make a di�erence in our country and the world. I hope this information

allows you to open a dialogue in your own life and lets you appreciate the intricate systems behind the

walls that form part of the basis of our society. The question for us is simple: can we a�ord not to?

fizkes/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Christoph Lohr,  P.E., CPD, LEED AP BD+C , is the vice president of Strategic Initiatives at IAPMO. Al l  views and opinions expressed

in this article are his alone. Have some thoughts on this article? Contact Christoph at christoph. lohr@ iapmo.org.
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Running horizontal drains
A discussion on the minimum burial depth or pipe cover

required.

Plumbing Talking Points  

||  By David Dexter

Let us get down in the dirt, or at least “back�ll.” A recent discussion on ASPE Connect’s “Open Forum”

was entitled “Minimum Pipe Cover when Calculating Invert Under Building Slab for PVC Sanitary.” The

post related to the con�icting information received when reviewing inverts with plumbing contractors.  So

the question became: “When running horizontal drains (whether they be sanitary or storm) underneath a

building slab, is there a typical minimum burial depth or pipe cover required?  Or is it acceptable to locate

the piping tight to the underside of the slab?”

So, where shall we begin the discussion? As with any design project, one must deal with the speci�cs of

that project and the site conditions. No code, standard or manufacturer’s installation instruction can cover

or address all of the potential complexities of those speci�c site and project conditions. As a design

professional, one must consider the information provided by the codes, standards and manufacturers’

installation instructions while applying sound engineering judgment.

After giving the question some thought, my initial response was: Interesting question that has many

challenging inputs and di�ering solutions. Both the ASTM standards and the manufacturers' installation

instructions are intended to protect the installed material from potential damage. But, ultimately, it is the

Engineer-Of-Record (EOR) who has liability for the design. The contractor is expected to install the system

in accordance with the Contract Documents using appropriate means and methods. While con�icting

information between various members of the design/construction team may occur, it is the EOR who must

make the �nal decision to which the contractors must comply.

The question of minimum back�ll cover is related to the protection of the piping material from potential

physical damage. So, one must look at the loading potentially that could be applied to the piping

material. This loading can be complicated, as one must consider both the �nal installed loading along

with potential loading imposed by the construction process, contractor equipment and �eldwork.

PVC adds additional challenges as it can �ex as well as distort. Hence, the back�ll needs to be such as to

maintain the piping slope, alignment and shape. Therefore, the back�ll needs to provide a �rm and solid

base upon which the piping can rest. That back�ll also needs to assure that any imposed loading cannot

cause the piping to move or deform.

PVC piping can certainly be installed directly below the slab. This is provided there is no direct contact

with the slab, which could be abrasive to the material and no imposed load is transferred to the installed

piping. It also requires that no construction load, such as equipment passing over the piping, is allowed.

Additionally, the type of back�ll material needs to be considered. Where piping materials can settle or

shift when subjected to an imposed load are not practical or an appropriate selection.

It is the contractors' responsibility to appropriately install the system and to protect that installed work

throughout the construction process, not the EOR. The EOR's design is intended to provide for a long-

term, workable and durable system when fully installed in accordance with the Contract Documents.

As an example, I had to review and recommend corrective actions for a design/build contractor that had

installed PVC in a medical o�ce building. The plumbing contractor had installed PVC throughout,

back�lling with "grits." Grits are small granular gravel that shifts and moves under imposed loading. As is

typical, the minimum cover was 18 inches to allow for the upturn to closet arms, etc. The piping left the

building with about 4.5 feet of cover. The contractors did nothing special to protect the installed sanitary

system. Additionally, it did not appear that any bedding or compacted �ll had been placed around the

piping in accordance with the manufacturers’ installation instructions. Heavy construction equipment was

allowed to continually drive over the area, including the trenching the enclosed the sanitary piping. As a

result, the building drain �exed and formed "belles" (changes in slope) in its run. These belles held waste

products and toilet tissue, resulting in frequent stoppages. Needless to say, the owner was not happy. The

design/build contractor wanted to know what went wrong.

The answer was the inappropriate use of grits as an acceptable back�ll material; as well as not protecting

the trenched areas from seeing equipment-imposed loading. This loading allowed the piping to �ex and

yes, deform. The back�ll needs to be such that it can be compacted and will not allow the piping material

to �ex, shift or deform under any imposed loading, installation construction tra�c or building imposed

loading.

As this facility was in operation, a large section of the building drain was abandoned and rerouted out the

side of the building to reconnect with the building sewer. The design/build contractor was then provided

with a set of guide speci�cations to include in their master speci�cations. Part of the reason they had

allowed grit was because the local purveyor had them in their speci�cation. However, the building

sanitary speci�cation followed the ASTM for the �rst couple of feet and then completed the back�ll with

grits. Exterior sewers generally are at least covered by 5 feet of back�ll.

One of the discussion contributors had several points that I o�ered the following responses for

consideration:

“How have you interpreted this?” Exactly as stated, the EOR needs to evaluate the specific project

condition. This includes anticipating the conditions that potentially can occur during the

construction process;

“How have you evaluated the project conditions and justified the integrity of the pipe for certain

depths and backfill methods and materials?” The EOR must consider how best to protect the

installed piping material for installation as well as complete/operational loading and select the

backfill materials that can best protect the piping;

“Have you just gone with ASTM’s recommendation of 36 inches of cover?” Yes and no, the

recommendations are not specific to the project.  Beginning with 36" of cover is not practical if

one wishes to avoid a lift station;

“Some general recommendations have been given, but is past experience enough to stand

behind the design?” General recommendations are only a starting point. The EOR needs to look at

the overall systems a select specific backfill based on the conditions along the piping run. Shallow

cover will require different backfill and protection verse areas where the cover is deeper and has

less risk of equipment damage;

“Do you just give up on plastic pipe and go back to cast iron?” PVC is viable as a material, just as

cast iron has its uses. No one material is perfect for every use. Materials need to be selected

based on application as well as location.”

One of the contributors to the discussion referred to IPC (International Plumbing Code) Section 306.3

Back�lling: “Back�ll shall be free from discarded construction material and debris. Loose earth free from

rocks, broken concrete and frozen chunks shall be placed in the trench in 6-inch (152 mm) layers and

tamped in place until the crown of the pipe is covered by 12 inches (305 mm) of tamped earth. The

back�ll under and beside the pipe shall be compacted for pipe support. Back�ll shall be brought up

evenly on both sides of the pipe so that the pipe remains aligned. In instances where the manufacturer's

instructions for materials are more restrictive than those prescribed by the code, the material shall be

installed in accordance with the more restrictive requirement.”

The contributor also noted that the code does not di�erentiate between under a building or grade (which

may not be true, as this is typically covered in Chapter 2 – De�nitions), while the code does give some

direction related to back�ll. One should note that per code, you need a cover of 12 inches of tamped

earth over the crown of the pipe. While this will work in certain areas, it is not an all-inclusive statement.

Most codes defer to the manufacturers' requirements and installation instructions. "Earth" is not normally

placed in trenches under structures, roadways, sidewalks, etc. Granular �ll is generally the preferred

back�ll material. Regardless of the back�ll material, compaction is always recommended to avoid settling

over time and to assure the piping remains in a �xed position.

Another contributor o�ered comments found within the code commentary: “Piping in trenches under a

slab-on-grade building need not be buried any more than what is necessary to provide for a full thickness

of the concrete slab above.”

As this discussion shows, the burial depth and back�ll methods and materials can quickly become

complex. Adding to this complexity is the type of material or where that material is being placed within the

project. These are all engineering issues that must be addressed. As an engineer, one needs to

understand:

The material type: Metallic, polymer, ceramic, glass, etc.;

Soil conditions into which the piping materials will be placed;

The ability of the backfill material to be compacted and hold that compaction;

Coordination between specification and the requirements of codes, standards, as well as purveyor

requirements. Some of these may conflict with each other or may only apply to specific areas of

the project;

How will burial depth impact the structural integrity of the slab;

How will the material react to the backfill in relation to the materials expansion coefficient; and

What impact can the construction process have on the installed material relative to transfer loading

onto the material?

So, as design professionals, we must carefully consider the selection of the material and the back�ll

needed to protect it. We must also consider the construction process, not just the �nal installed system.

“What has allowed starting at 18 inches below slab when the standard and installation instructions

recommend otherwise?” Starting at 18 inches or even 6 inches is design specific, requiring specific

considerations to be addressed. Standards and installation instructions are a guide, not something

set in stone. After all, it is engineering and left to the discretion of the EOR;

“Does anyone have experience with installing plastic pipe shallow and backfilling with controlled

density fill that doesn’t require compaction? If so, how was the retainage of pipe strength

accomplished?” The standard does not seem to include that method unless I’ve missed it.

 Controlled density fill is viable as a means of backfill that will remain in place. However, it is not

normally the initial bedding material for the PVC piping nor the first 6 inches of cover over the

piping. This needs to be closer to the ASTM/installation instruction guidance;

“Can the contractor reasonably do their work around the site without driving vehicles and

machinery over the installed pipe when it is shallow?” This is a contractor’s responsibility as part of

their means and methods. They need to coordinate with the other contractors and take

precautions to protect their installed systems; and

Where the material is being placed within the project: Exterior, under the slab, under roadway,

under parking lot, under sidewalk, etc.;

Is settling of the backfill material acceptable or must the final elevation be held constant? Backfill

material selection: Earth, controlled density fill, compactable granular fill, sand, grits, gravel, etc.;

georgeclerk/E+ via Getty Images.
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The magic of the simple air vent
You never know what knowledge you’ll discover

by reading old literature.

Contact Dan

HEATING HELP || By Dan Holohan

I recently came across the December 1924 issue of Popular Science magazine. Reading stu� like that

always makes me feel like I have a time machine. Macy’s marched o� on its �rst Thanksgiving Day parade

that year. And the Ideal Toy Co., which had invented the Teddy Bear in 1903, came up with another winner

in 1924. Her name was Flossie the Flirt. She was the �rst toy ever made using an assembly line. Flossie

would set Moms and Dads back $2.75.

There’s an ad for an air vent in that issue of Popular Science. The headline reads, “Heating experts

discover how to make cold radiators hot.”

Who could resist that?

There’s a cutaway drawing of the air vent. It looks very well made in the drawing. It has a siphon tube

about an inch and a half long that reached into the radiator. That was to remove the condensate before it

has a chance to squirt out the vent hole. As time went by and big column radiators gave way to narrower

tube radiators, vent valve manufacturers switched from the siphon tube to a smaller metal tongue that

would not project as deeply into the radiator.

Seeing those tongues on today’s steam vents always makes me smile because some years ago, one of

the vent manufacturers, in an attempt to make a cheaper vent, decided to eliminate that tongue. When the

vents went to market and spit all over the place, one of the young engineers at the company called me for

advice. I asked him why they had left out the tongue.

“No one here knew what the thing did,” he said. “So we �gured it wasn’t important or necessary. You

know, sort of like your appendix. We could do without it.”

“No you can’t,” I said.

“I know that now,” he said.

“You could have asked me before,” I said.

“I know that now.” he said.

“Is there anything else I can tell you?”

“Yes,” he said. “How did you know what the purpose of the tongue was?”

“I read about it in your literature from the old days,” I said.

“Oh.”  

Anyway, my time machine tells me that this vent in the Popular Science ad was a very big deal in its day.

Here, listen to their pitch:

“Clever contrivance cost $1.60. Can be installed by anyone!”

So they’re going straight to the homeowners. That’s good because the homeowners are the ones having

the problem. The manufacturer wants them to spend $1.60, which would be about $26.00 today. That’s

not exactly cheap, but it’s a lot less than Flossie the Flirt. And what does Flossie know about venting air

from steam radiators?

Here’s more from their ad:

“A remarkable mechanical device is now being made to get full heat from steam radiators. The secret of it

lies in its ability to distinguish between air and steam, or air and water, and to keep the radiator constantly

free from air without permitting the escape of the other two elements. Hence the name Airid because it

rids the radiator of cold air.”

I like that. Don’t say what it is; say what it does. That’s what people are buying — what it does.

And listen to how hard they had to work to make the vent.

“The Institute of Thermal Research in Bu�alo, New York, worked for many years to perfect Airid. They

knew that it must not hiss with escaping steam, nor drip with water. They knew that it had to be absolutely

automatic and permanently adjusted so that no one could tamper with it.”

I’ll bet you never heard of The Institute of Thermal Research. And isn’t that just the best name ever? It

sounds so big and, well, important. It was a part of the American Radiator Co. and it was in Bu�alo

because, at the time, Bu�alo was turning out more things related to heating than any other city in the

world. Imagine that.

The American Radiator Co. had three large plants in that city, and they built The Institute of Thermal

Research onto their plant on Elmwood Avenue in 1910, and expanded it in 1924, the year their ad

appeared in Popular Science. They claimed the Institute was the only facility in America devoted to “the

problems of better warmth.” The building contained administrative o�ces, a lecture hall and laboratories

�lled with thermometers, humidistats, �ue-draft gauges, water meters, fuel consumption recorders and

other instruments they used to measure the performance of radiators and boilers in all sorts of buildings.  

And it is a gorgeous building, designed by architects Schmidt, Garden & Martin, the same folks who

designed The Art Institute of Chicago. But today, it houses high-end apartments. It stopped being The

Institute of Thermal Research in 1959. I checked out the apartments online. There are no radiators in any

of them.

I know. Tragic, right?

But back to their air vent. This particular one was a big deal because many of the air vents others

manufacturers made had been squirting water and spewing steam and that was keeping the air from

leaving as it should. And if the air can’t get out, the steam can’t get in. Listen:

“Steam, on coming into a radiator pushes air ahead of it. Unless this air can escape, it forms a barrier

beyond which steam cannot penetrate. Thus it is possible for as much as half the radiator to be literally

choked with cold air. No wonder steam radiators equipped with old-style air vents won’t get hot!”

This is why they’re making their case directly to the homeowners. Get it?

“Airid rids the radiator of this cold air. Inside of Airid’s nickel-plated case is a little �oat which may be said

to contain the brains. Cold air, propelled by steam passes around this �oat and out a vent hole at the top

of the valve.”

Many of the air vents made to that point worked with bimetal elements that expanded when hot to shut o�

the vent. These quickly went out of adjustment and barfed steam and dirty water. Ho�man Specialty had

come up with their Number 1 steam vent in 1917, and this, like the Airid, had a �oat. The two companies

would compete with each other for years, and they both would go directly after the homeowners.

Listen again to American Radiator:

“Anyone can make a cold radiator hot by using the coupon below. Airid can be installed by hand in two

minutes without tools. Just unscrew the old valve, after turning o� the steam, and install Airid in the same

hole, screwing it tight. Then turn on the steam and watch Airid work. The di�erence will surprise you. Your

radiator will become hot almost immediately. And the total cost is only $1.60.

“Year after year, Airid will go on making your radiator hot. It saves the cost of fuel you might otherwise

burn trying to force the �re for more steam pressure. It saves bills for redecorating made necessary by

escaping steam and dripping water. It saves the wear and tear on nerves, caused by hissing and

sputtering.”

It’s just a simple air vent, sure, but note how they talk about saving money on fuel and the homeowner not

having to redecorate as often. And gosh, it relieves stress. That made quite an impression of those who

were able to a�ord this relatively new thing called steam heat in 1924. Manufacturers talked about what

the thing did as well as what the thing was. Nowadays, when homeowners talk about air vents, they

probably want to talk about just one thing: Price. And that’s because most of us stopped talking about the

magic somewhere along the way.

And this is why I spend so much of my time reading old books and magazines. They’re �lled with magic.

vchal/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Dan Holohan is the founder of HeatingHelp.com. You can reach him by email at dan@heatinghelp.com. He loves hearing from you!
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Fishers, Indiana-based �rm Battersby, Danielson,
Azbell takes this year’s honor as PM

Engineer’s Manufacturers Rep of the Year.

By Nicole Krawcke

Every sector of the plumbing and HVAC industries is feeling the pinch of the labor shortage. However,

one manufacturers rep is building a solution to the issue that has been challenging the skilled trades for

years. Battersby, Danielson, Azbell, or BDA, partnered with its local community to build a brand new $16

million facility which also features a Makers Space —a 17,000 square foot vocational-technical program in

which the local district sends students to learn how woodwork, metalwork, use 3D printers and more,

allowing them to get the feel of working with their hands, and hopefully, entice them into a career within

the trades.

BDA’s dedication and commitment to generating interest in the skilled trades from a young age and its

e�orts to promote plumbing and HVAC as a viable career path have earned the Fishers, Indiana-based

�rm the title of PM Engineer’s 2022 Manufacturers Rep of the Year.

The backstory

Brian Battersby left the Burke Agency in Detroit, Michigan, to become Delta Faucet’s rep in Indiana in

1982, which is how BDA got its start. Four years later, he hired Bob Danielson in 1986, then Joe

Azbell in 1992. Then, in 2007, Danielson, now CEO, and Azbell, now president, purchased the rep

agency from Battersby, who was retiring.

Under their leadership, the rep �rm has grown from 12 to 30 employees and an additional location in

Louisville, Kentucky. They still represent Delta in Indiana, and now also in Kentucky.

“Several of our lines have since followed suit and taken us on for the state of Kentucky as well,” Azbell

says.

While the agency is small, it is growing by leaps and bounds.

“Just in the last couple of months, we’ve hired four people,” Danielson notes. “Business is expanding,

and just in one month, we were awarded three major lines: Oatey, Elkay and Bradley. Any of those could

start an agency, pretty much. We’ve been very blessed with some amazing manufacturers.”

The �rm has weathered multiple storms, including the Great Recession in 2009 where business dropped

by 40%, and, more recently, through the COVID-19 pandemic. Through it all, it has maintained its

professional, hard-working reputation among clients and customers alike.

BDA prides itself on its family culture. This team shot was taken during the company's last Christmas party this past December.

Old-school, family culture

Both Danielson and Azbell started at BDA while in their 20s.

“I started my own agency at the age of 25 and quickly realized I was starving to death in 1980,”

Danielson says. “Delta Faucet was a premiere line, and I just knew I wanted to part of something bigger.

I was the �rst outside salesman hired, and I worked straight commission for 20 years and quickly

became part of the success plan. I love dealing with people — I’m a relationship guy, and to this day, I’m

still out three to four nights a week just building relationships.”

Azbell was only 23, going door-to-door selling long-distance phone service when he met Battersby and

was hired by him. “He just came to me and said ‘You’ve done a great job here, and I know young

people from time to time will change careers. If you’re ever interested, I hope you’ll come talk to me.’

And my job sucked just badly enough that I was ready to talk to him then. I didn’t have much real-life

experience. Brian started me out calling on architect and engineering �rms, which developed into a

territory. After a period of time, I became a principal in the company, and I was lucky enough that when

Brian was retiring, I was one of two people that were in his succession plan.”

BDA’s Operations and Accounting Manager Amy Warren is also a longtime employee, having been with

the rep �rm for 25 years. She also happens to be Azbell’s sister.

“The previous owners of the company were friends of my parents, and I happened to see them at Joe’s

wedding,” she says. “I was just out of college working downtown at the city of Indianapolis, and good

friends of mine owned a pool store, so I did the books for them. And the previous owners were looking

for somebody to help out with that same kind of thing, so I decided to give it a try, never intending for it

to turn into what it has. I run all of the operations here and do accounts payable and receivable as well

as the payroll.”

When Warren �rst started at BDA, there was one DOS computer, which was basically a T1 line straight to

Delta, she notes. The �rm only represented six lines at that time.

“I’ve seen people come and go, but I’ve always stayed mainly because I take pride in what I do and I

want it to be successful. I want the guys to be successful. In customer service and for a small business,

you wear every hat. You do whatever needs to be done. If something has to be shipped you run outside

and ship it. But I've stayed because of the people. That's the best thing that I can say. And although

we’re a larger business now, it’s still got that small business feel. We always try to help our employees

get what they need. I just like helping people.”

When asked about the company culture, Warren sighs and says the term “culture” is a buzzword

nowadays. But she describes the atmosphere at BDA as very “old-school.”

“We have a good time together — we’re probably a bit inappropriate,” she says. “We love everybody for

who they are — we’re a family. If I were going to use a word to describe the culture, it would be family.”

BDA will take several company trips a year. Last year, the rep �rm took its employees and their spouses

to Churchill Downs for a long weekend. This year, they’re heading to Nashville.

“We invest in our people,” Danielson explains. “And these outings are one of the many things that

separate us in our market.”

BDA has thrived under the leadership of Joe Azbell (left) and Bob Danielson (right).

Lifelong relationships

Danielson notes one thing that makes BDA stand out in its market is the company invests quite a bit into

building relationships. “It’s not just an 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. business for us. If you look at our mission

statement, it’s all about integrity and dignity. And the customer knows that if we screw up, I’m going to

make it right. We invest a lot in our people, and I really believe we have arguably the best inside sales

team in terms of customer service.”

“Delta Faucet Co. has worked with BDA since 1982, and in those 40 years, both businesses have seen

tremendous transformation through growth and innovation,” says Delta Faucet President Ken Roberts.

“BDA has invested in their business and their people, bringing on a new generation of professionals and

giving them the guidance, training and support they need to succeed. BDA is aligned with our strategy,

but what I most appreciate about them is how they’re investing in the future of our industry and the local

community. They’ve collaborated with other construction-related businesses, community leaders and

local schools to create a state-of-the-art o�ce space and showroom. Perhaps most impressive is the

hands-on training facility they have created for pros and students, paired with an innovative curriculum

and internships with local contractors. They are sparking interest in the value of a trade career, and

helping people gain the foundational skills to pursue one.”

Pam Hoppel, vice president of trade for Delta Faucet, notes the company asks its rep agencies to align,

invest and grow with the manufacturer. “One thing that sets BDA apart is the ownership each team

member shows in building loyalty for our brands and growing our market share. And we appreciate that

they do it wrapped in the mantle of good corporate citizenship. In fact, in 2021, we awarded them our

‘Invest for the Future’ award for investments made within their agency, their local community and our

industry.”

Uponor North America is another long-term relationship BDA has invested in. The agency has

represented Uponor across Indiana for more than 15 years and Kentucky for the past �ve years.

“We appreciate their commitment to our industry and the strong relationships they have built and

continue to build with contractors, builders, engineers and distributors, says Joe Grubesic, director of

sales for Uponor North America. “BDA’s team has a deep knowledge of, and the ability to articulate,

Uponor’s value proposition to all stakeholders in the market. Having a partner like BDA gives us peace of

mind knowing their customers are going to have the service and support they need to deliver great

solutions on the job site. One of the things that make BDA unique is their unique ability to both strategize

and execute on sales plans.”

Though BDA recently began representing Bradley Corp. and Oatey Co., both manufacturers had high

praise for the rep �rm.

“While BDA has been a Bradley rep for just a short time, I have known Bob and Joe for many years,”

notes Mark Whittington, vice president of corporate sales for Bradely Corp. “Their high standards for

service, professionalism and integrity set them apart; they certainly deserve this honor from PM Engineer.

They have in-depth knowledge of our industry and an experienced sales team that has strong

relationships with engineers and contractors. We are excited to see our business grow with BDA in the

coming years.”

“BDA has shown an immediate dedication and commitment to our organization — in a short time, they

are already making strides in the market to convert business,” says Victoria Manenti, communications

specialist for Oatey. “As a new manufacturer’s rep for Oatey, BDA’s team has immersed themselves in

Oatey’s brands to learn about our assortment, train on our products and educate themselves to best

represent our brands in the marketplace. We’ve been very impressed by their willingness to dive in and

learn about our wide range of SKUs. BDA and Oatey are aligned in growing all our sales verticals

(residential, commercial, showroom, hospitality and healthcare). BDA continually reinvests in its agency

with people and resources which allows them to be a better asset to the entire wholesale plumbing

sector.”

On the other side of the equation, Peter Dervenis, owner and president of Garrett Advisors, has been

designing plumbing systems for commercial buildings for 32 years and has interacted with many of the

team members at BDA.

“I appreciate how they take the time to respond to my design questions as well as questions that come

up in construction,” he says. “They are always responsive if they need to call me back and will always

help me with �nding and solving a problem. The entire sta� is friendly, courteous and always willing to

assist. Also, if they receive a new product or update on an existing product, they will set up an

appointment with me to share their information. BDA has a great line of commercial products which

helps plumbing designers specify their products.”

Mark Helm, president of Pipe Incorporated, agrees, saying BDA’s honesty and their willingness to �x a

mistake is what he appreciates most about the �rm.

“They’re going to �x it right, without trying to argue about it,” he says. “Many other reps would just try to

brush it under the rug. Their honesty and willingness to back their product up are second to none. If I

could hire Mike Lambert (director of sales for BDA), or somebody like him, I would in a heartbeat. They

are the best rep because they will stand behind everything — it’s just a pleasure to work with them. I

wish more rep agencies were like them. They’re good people.”

BDA partnered with the City of Fishers, Indiana, which gave the firm a 10-year tax abatement and a master lease of 17,000 square feet in its facility to build a vocational

study area. The city paid $450,000 for woodworking, metal working and welding equipment, and fifth-graders are brought into the area to learn how to work with their

hands.

Forward-thinking tech

There have been a lot of buzzwords circulating in the wholesale supplier and rep industries, especially

around CRM software. BDA saw the need for this technology, so it implemented its own CRM software

system.

“I’m really proud of the advancements we're making technologically in our business,” Azbell notes.

“Really, it was a defensive mechanism. We had so many manufacturers asking us for such di�erent

information that it became hard to participate in all of their individual CRMs. We contracted with a

company to create our CRM — it allows us to have all our employees enter information into one place

then be able to disperse the information out.”

Azbell adds the rep agency is also in development of new ERP software, which was implemented last

month. “Several of our lines are important to distributors, but the only way they can get information now

is by calling to ask, ‘Hey, what do you have in stock?’ We’re building a backend on our ERP software

that will allow the wholesaler to be able to login, check our parts and equipment inventory and place

orders in real-time. We’re using technology and resources to advance ourselves and do things other rep

agencies do not do, at least in our area right now.”

Danielson adds, “One of the challenges we face today is just the time our inside people are having to

spend answering questions like ‘Where’s my order?’ These questions should be able to be answered

automatically by just looking online. This will help streamline that and allow our people to focus on

helping design a radiant heat job or help troubleshoot a water heater — the stu� that’s more technical.”

BDA is proud of its new $16 million 95,000 square-foot facility, the Hub & Spoke.

Building a solution

When asked about challenges facing the rep industry, both Azbell and Danielson point to the labor

shortage.

“There’s a real industry challenge — and not just for our agency or in our two states — with the lack of

people coming into the skilled trades,” Azbell says.

Four years ago, BDA was outgrowing its previous location. Instead of just adding on — they had the

space — Azbell and Danielson decided to do something di�erent, something that would help the

industry as well as BDA’s business in the long-term. After identifying a need in their market for a

vocational-technical program, they partnered with a developer and the City of Fishers, Indiana, to build a

new $16 million, 95,000 square-foot building in the city.

“College is a great option, but it’s not for everybody,” Danielson says. “So we partnered with the City of

Fishers, who gave us a 10-year tax abatement and a master lease of 17,000 square feet in our facility to

build a vocational study area. The city paid $450,000 for woodworking, metalworking and welding

equipment. Every day, we have 30 to 40 �fth-graders coming in. They chose from three projects, and

they are here a couple of weeks at a time. This program runs all year. They just get bussed in and it

helps get them exposed to working with their hands.”

The building, named Hub & Spoke, opened in May 2020. BDA o�ces and warehousing takes up about

25,000 square feet, so the company rents out space inside to other tenants, including a kitchen and

bath remodel company, �ooring company, a plumbing �xture showroom company, a security and audio-

visual company and an interior design �rm.

“Because of COVID, the schools had a little bit of trepidation about getting in here so the kids were slow

to come in when we �rst opened the building,” Azbell says. “But it’s been a great success seeing all the

kids come into the building and learn to use their hands and work. It’s our hope the program will work

well enough that it will spark interest for kids to choose a career in the trades.”

Danielson notes that BDA has actually been in talks with the City of Louisville, Kentucky, discussing

duplicating the program in Fishers in Louisville.

“We’ve already shown a pro�t every year for our investors, including in 2020,” he says. “It’s a very cool

deal. When we bring in manufacturers and customers, they’re just blown away by this project and how

successful it’s been. I don't think any of us would've been able to a�ord this without the city's �nancial

backing and help. And to know that it's actually making money in its �rst year and every year has since

then is a big deal. We're about 97% leased today. There's a small 2,500 square feet, that we're waiting

on a restaurant to �ll it.”

The BDA o�ces inside the Hub & Spoke also include several conference rooms, one of which is a

training room, allowing the rep �rm to train up to 50 people in a state-of-the-art facility.

“We can bring in product, set it up and train there,” Azbell explains. “We’ve got all the cameras and hook

up to be able to virtually train from our space as well. Additionally, many of our sales guys all perform

their own training out in the �eld as well.”

BDA also happens to host its local ASPE chapter meetings at the Hub & Spoke. “We do a lot with

engineers and mechanical contractors here in our facility in terms of training,” Azbell explains. “Then

we’ll do a tour of our building, showing them the vocational area as well as our warehouse.”

BDA rents out space inside the Hub & Spoke to other tenants, including a kitchen and bath remodeling company, a flooring company, a plumbing fixture showroom

company, a security and audio-visual company and an interior design firm.

Looking ahead

Danielson doesn’t hesitate when asked about his favorite thing about working in the industry.

“It’s the people and the lifelong friendships I’ve built,” he says. “I can’t emphasize enough the

relationship side of what Joe and I do. I’m 65 years old, and you can see I’ve been doing this for a long

time. The way the future is heading, you have to be more than just a salesperson in this market. You’ve

really got to bring the technical expertise. Some of these brands in the industry, do you really think they

need a rep to sell? Probably not. You’ve got to be more of a solutions provider rep agency, whether

that’s the technical or design side, and you have to invest in your salespeople and in your company, like

the data analytical person we just hired.”

As far as long-term goals for BDA, Danielson would like to see the Hub & Spoke vocational program

expand into Kentucky.

“I believe we will continue to expand our geographical area and it sounds cliché, but we want to provide

the best service for a rep agency in our given geographic area,” he says. “We just want to continue

providing the best service and access to the best information and technology.”

Azbell wants to see the agency grow into something that will sustain itself and continue to get stronger.

“We want to develop young talent within our company, and we’ve got a lot of it here — those are the

people that will keep this business alive long after Bob walks away, and then later on when I walk away.

That’s been the goal all along.”

When looking ahead to the future, Azbell notes the big buzzword for manufacturers is “omnichannel,”

which is their way of addressing the di�erent markets they participate in.

“I think those lines — whether it's big-box retail, online or through the trades — will continue to get more

and more blurred,” he says. “When I started out, it was pretty much just the trade that did most all the

business. Then you saw big-box retail pick up their end, and now online retail certainly can threaten a

portion of the business we do. It will continue to get tougher for all of us as online becomes a bigger

and bigger part of the world and how people do business. It’s not going to go away. It’s up to us to

continue to create value and ensure our customers see that value as well.”

Photos courtesy of BDA.

Nicole Krawcke , is chief editor of PM Engineer.
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Industry experts weigh in on
geothermal market trends.

By Nicole Krawcke

While it may feel like the other side of the world, Russia’s invasion of Ukraine will have lasting e�ects —

including sparking the European Union’s hasty transition to energy independence. Last month, the EU

announced a $300 billion roadmap to ditch Russian energy — mainly oil and gas. The EU said it would

slash consumption of Russian gas by 66% by the end of the year, and break its dependence completely

by 2027 by saving energy, �nding alternate sources and speeding up the transition to renewables,

according to ABC News.

Though wind and solar are being reportedly looked at, EU leaders shouldn’t forget about geothermal

heating and cooling.

“It’s having an e�ect for sure — everyone is paying attention to the rising cost of combustible fuels here

in the U.S.,” Jay Egg explains about the war in Ukraine. Egg is president of St. Petersburg, Florida-based

Egg Geo, a full-service geothermal technologies �rm providing geothermal consulting, code writing,

engineering and educational services. “Historically, one of the biggest hurdles to adopting geothermal

heat pumps in many areas was return on investment (ROI). It was really hard to get payback on a

geothermal heat pump because the price of natural gas was so low. Now, with the rising cost of fossil

fuels and this energy concern, people who were not already thinking about this are now paying

attention.”

Egg notes he saw some of that concern play out at the New York Geo Conference last month. “People

are seeing that this is serious — we have to get away from using fossil fuels because this is a volatile

market.”

Many markets are heading this way, Egg points out. “NYSERDA, the New York State Energy Research

and Development Authority has provided major funding for community heat pump systems. And we're

part of several other New York City-based thermal energy network projects where they're taking multiple

blocks and pulling them together. As a matter of fact, we're working on a project now —it’s called Penn

South — near Penn Station. We have letters of commitment from not only Penn South, which is 2,500

apartments covering �ve blocks, but also the State University of New York has a campus right across the

street (the Fashion Institute of Technology, or FIT) that wants to tie into this network of thermal energy.

The Penn Station wants to tie in, Amtrak has indicated they would like to sign on. The U.S. Postal Service

has also signed on because they have one of the biggest sorting stations in the state right there across

the street.

“The reason why this is so brilliant is that, in the middle of winter, the Penn South Cooperative apartment

complex needs 4 megawatts of thermal energy to heat all 2,500 apartments, but the U.S. Postal Service

sorting station across the street emits 8 megawatts of thermal energy from all of its data and equipment.

So now, all we need to do is pump that thermal energy across the street in hydronic pipelines. This is

the beauty of where our industry is going, how we’re evolving. We’re evolving from one individual

geothermal borehole per building, one borehole per house type systems to more of the municipal

infrastructure-based projects. They can start to share this energy, which as a whole reduces the overall

infrastructure cost per person or per building.”

While what’s happening overseas is of interest, WaterFurnace International Vice President of Commercial

Sales and Marketing Paul Selking doesn’t see any impact in the U.S. market in the short term.

“It certainly supports the megatrend of electri�cation and decarbonization,” he says. “Clearly a huge

piece of that puzzle are the alternative energy technologies, and geothermal, we believe, is the best one

for various reasons. The impact in the short-term is very minimal, but it does support the long-term goals,

and may actually bring it to light for a larger audience. In the U.S., it’s not a political issue because it’s

being driven now by a global issue they’re seeing every day with rising fuel costs.”

Geothermal in the U.S.

According to Ian McIver, product manager for Bosch Thermotechnology Corp., the geothermal market

has always been small in the United States; however, the market is slowly growing and Bosch is hopeful

that with an increased focus on high-e�ciency products and electri�cation, the industry will continue to

grow.

“Residential tends to be the larger focus for geothermal products,” McIver says. “Geothermal is inherently

expensive, with the equipment being the highest e�ciency possible and then the added cost of having

to drill and install a loop �eld. There is a federal tax credit that helps to make geothermal a more

�nancially viable option. Additionally, there are also homeowners out there that are making the choice

regardless of cost to have the most e�cient product in their homes, this decision usually isn’t as easy to

make for businesses.”

Je� Lawrence, director of commercial sales for Enertech Global, notes the geothermal market is

absolutely growing.

“Energy was already an issue prior to current events,” he explains. “Electri�cation, net-zero and carbon

reduction have been buzz words for years now and the momentum is really catching up to our market.

Rising energy prices over the past couple of years have been a catalyst for the said buzz words.

Enertech works in both commercial and residential markets. Certainly, residential continues to see the

most growth as local rebates and tax incentives promote geothermal installations by putting money right

back in peoples’ pockets. Commercial geothermal projects continue to grow, however, this market sector

does not have the same lucrative incentives as residential.”

Selking describes the geothermal market as “stable.”

“We are de�nitely seeing a signi�cant uptick when it comes to the utilization of products like ours, which

ties into the larger megatrend of electri�cation and decarbonization. Geothermal is the best option

because it doesn’t matter if it’s windy or calm or if the sun is out or if it’s in the middle of the night —

geothermal is steadily providing that clean energy resource, 24/7, 365. And that's something that is

needed especially in the commercial space. A lot of buildings operate 24/7, so you have to have energy

sources that can also respond accordingly.”

WaterFurnace is seeing increases in both residential and commercial geothermal markets, Selking notes.

“I would say we’re expanding our available market in the commercial space through our new product

introduction,” he says. “Last year, we introduced some additional chiller products and some additional

large tonnage water-source heat pumps. We’ve seen very nice business growth in that space for the �rst

four months of 2022.”

One compact geothermal system in a Greenville, Illinois-based lake house provides forced air heating, radiant heat and 100% of the domestic hot water needs, with a

separate, compact horizontal system providing forced air cooling, which offers ample space in the mechanical room for storage. Photo courtesy of Enertech Global.

The growth of “Geo-hoods”

Geothermal neighborhood communities, or Geo-hoods, have de�nitely been increasing in number over

the last several years.

“They are a really interesting way to share the cost of the geothermal well installation process across a

large number of homes and businesses,” McIver notes. “They also provide a unique opportunity for load

balancing to achieve increased energy e�ciency. I think their potential is still being realized and I am

excited to see some of the developments in this application.”

Enertech is also seeing exponential growth in developments where there is a shared community loop,

Lawrence says.

“I feel everyone has the best intentions to be more energy e�cient; however, the �rst cost of these

systems can be intimidating,” he says. “There are companies out there that set up a ‘micro utility’ and

remove the cost of the loop �eld for the developer by installing and owning the loop �eld, then leasing

or renting the energy to the homeowners. Enertech is involved with several projects across the U.S. and

Canada using this concept.”

Geo-hoods, along with district energy loops on the commercial end, o�er utilities an opportunity to

capitalize on renewable energy, Selking explains.

“Think about it — there’s this huge natural gas infrastructure across the U.S. from a utility perspective,

and now if you take away that natural gas from the utility, what are they going to do to replace it? One

option is geo-hoods or, on the commercial side, a lot of times it’s called district energy loops, but it’s the

same concept. When you’re using a large geothermal �eld to feed multiple buildings — whether they're

residential or commercial — who is going to invest in doing that? Is the developer going to do it?

Potentially. The utility is a very likely candidate to continue to expand in this area because they could

replace some of that lost revenue on the gas distribution side by feeding and tapping into a large

geothermal loop and charging that homeowner just how they charge today for electricity and natural

gas. All of these types of projects are still in their infancy though.”

This all-electric home in Trenton, Illinois, features a 10KW DC solar PV ground mount and a 4-ton two-stage vertical packaged Compass XT geothermal unit with two water

heaters stored in their fully finished basement. Photo courtesy of Enertech Global.

Geothermal energy networks present opportunities for cities

District energy loops or geothermal energy networks — both phrases mean the same thing.

“A geothermal energy network identi�es a bunch of buildings in a cluster or several blocks,” notes Egg.

“When you do that, you �nd there is extra energy that needs to be unloaded. The funny thing is, we

always �nd that we have extra energy in the urban settings — especially in the summer because

everybody’s air conditioning is running. But even in the winter, there is going to be extra energy. What

we do is model this horizontal pipe network and connect all the buildings together. This is not new — it’s

actually been done overseas — Stockholm, Sweden, being one of the �rst to do it on a citywide basis

starting in the 1980s.

“The lowest hanging fruit to get rid of that energy is surface water — for example, the Hudson River,” he

continues. “We know it varies from country to country, but about 80% of the population of the United

States lives within 10 miles of major surface water that could be used for energy exchange. If there isn’t

surface water nearby, is there land? Is there a city park where we can put in thousands of geothermal

loops? Or even think about wastewater. The wastewater coming out of these buildings — whether the

outside temperature is 0° in the wintertime or 100° in the summertime — is always between 65° and 75°

simply because wastewater assumes the temperature of the building and its occupants. It’s not only a

good source of heat for providing space heat and domestic hot water heat for the facilities, but it’s also

an excellent opportunity for a heat sink in the summer. If there is extra heat in the building because of air

conditioning and internal loads, we can inject that heat into the wastewater. And this isn’t just a crazy

idea — it’s been done countless times, not only in the U.S. but around the world. These wastewater heat

exchange systems are basically the equivalent of exhaust recovery ventilators (ERVs), except it is

hydronic energy recovery for buildings.”

Selking notes that everything in our lives has changed because of technology, and the same can be said

about geothermal. “The best example, because it’s happening right now matter of fact, is in New Paltz,

New York. There’s a multipurpose building there called Zero Place. Zero Place has water-source heat

pumps, and the building is sitting on 15 geothermal wells underneath it. So instead of thinking of it as

you would normally think of it — like my own home, I have two acres and a closed loop that covers a

good portion of my front yard, even though you can’t see it — you think outside the box. In this case, it’s

literally under the foundation of the building.”

Selking explains that geothermal system design in high-density areas simply calls for creative thinking.

“On the technology side, one thing that’s really expanded in the last 10 years is the idea of vertical

boreholes. In the past, there were large, horizontal loops that took up quite a bit of acreage — like at my

own home. Now, it’s very common with several di�erent technologies out there in the geothermal loop

space where they can just stay at one spot and drill vertically, at an o�set angle. Lots of technology

changes have happened recently, and are continuing to develop more.”

WaterFurnace International's commercial chiller bank is installed in a geothermal application. Photo courtesy of WaterFurnace International.

Barriers to adoption

The No. 1 thing that always comes up when determining whether or not to use geothermal on a project

is cost, McIver notes.

“Geothermal is expensive with the equipment, drilling and loop installation,” he says. “Having federal and

local tax incentives to install these systems do help to make the technology a competitive choice, but

these incentives are usually only renewed a few years at a time. I believe it would really help the market

develop if the incentives could be guaranteed for longer periods of time.”

Currently, the geothermal tax credits are being phased out, with less being o�ered each year. A 26%

federal tax credit for residential ground source heat pump installations has been extended through Dec.

31, 2022. The incentive will be lowered to 22% for systems that are installed in 2023. For commercial

buildings, the tax credit falls to 10% for properties whose construction begins prior to Jan. 1, 2024.

“First cost — it will always be �rst cost and the fear of something consumers think is new,” Lawrence

agrees. “It’s going to take educational awareness and a big push from local utilities.  Consumers need to

see, feel and experience geothermal systems to get over their unknowns of the technology.”

Selking also points to �rst cost as the largest barrier to adoption. “When you compare the technologies,

nobody is presenting the lifetime energy usage. Nobody is taking the carbon footprint of having a gas

furnace burning away or a huge boiler in a commercial building. You have to educate people — it’s all

about the education of the lifecycle cost. And the good news is there’s never been a time in the history

of the United States where the awareness of environmental impact to the planet has been greater.”

Egg agrees the key to adoption is knowledge.

“The solution is to educate the public that this is the best way to decarbonize or get them o� fossil fuels,

which is the goal,” he says. “Some of those goals have teeth in them. In other words, if you're in New

York, they're starting to charge people carbon taxes (NYC Local Law 97 imposes �nes for buildings that

are not reducing CO2 emissions) and so forth. But the key is knowledge. From past experience, very few

people will subscribe to something as painful as converting to heat pumps or decarbonizing until they

are forced to do so. Look back to the 1970s, when the automobile industry switched to catalytic

converters — if the federal government hadn’t mandated it, how many people do you think rhetorically

would have paid $1,000 more per vehicle because they wanted to buy a car with clean emissions? That's

ridiculous — nobody would do that. I wouldn't do it, and I consider myself a pretty green guy. What’s

happening today has to be mandated at the state and municipal level.”

Egg points out that both union and nonunionized natural gas workers are concerned about the transition

because their livelihood is based on piping natural gas. “Where are the boilers going? Where are the

furnaces going? They’re concerned with what they are going to work on  — what’s next? The UA (The

United Association of Journeymen and Apprentices of the Plumbing, Pipe�tting and Sprinkler Fitting

Industry of the United States and Canada) hired Egg Geo to travel to union shops around the country to

explain about piping these geothermal energy networks. And that’s helping put them at ease because

they realize whether they’re piping natural gas, steam, hot water or geothermal energy networks, they

will still have a job. So now, they’re hiring us to create a curriculum and train the plumbers and pipe�tters

on what’s next.”

The vertical packaged combination unit heats and cools this Roseville, Minnesota, home through forced air zoning and seven radiant floor zones. The water-to-water

geothermal system provides 100% of the hot water. Sixty-one solar panels on the south-facing roof generate 20,000 kWh each year to provide electricity for the home and

their electric cars. The home's design takes advantage of passive solar principles with efficient window tuning. This home has achieved: LEED for Homes v4 – Platinum

Level, Living Building Challenge – Zero Energy, GreenStar Home Certification -Gold Level and GreenStar Zero Energy Capable.. Photo courtesy of Enertech Global.

Is decarbonization and electrification really the future?

In a word, McIver says, “Yes.”

“Heat pumps, in general, operate using electricity, so they work well with the electri�cation movement,”

he says. “Geothermal is the most e�cient way we have to heat or cool a space. Reducing our use of

energy is key to decarburization.”

Though Selking fully discloses he may be biased, he also nods at geothermal as the best way to

achieve electri�cation and decarbonization goals in the future.

“We think it’s the best solution,” he says. “Geothermal addresses the carbon footprint piece of

decarbonization. At the same time, it’s a very reliable technology. The loops themselves, in essence, are

expected to last a lifetime. Additionally, the equipment itself outperforms a lot of the other alternative

technologies in terms of life cycle.”

Selking also notes there’s a lot more to electri�cation and decarbonization than just eliminating fossil fuel

combustion, especially during this COVID era. “We’ve all become more aware that ventilation is an

important piece of the �ght against any virus or disease. We live in these tightly enclosed spaces and we

need to bring in that fresh air ventilation through a heat exchanger, so it’s e�cient. You can’t just

decarbonize and electrify the building, but you need to make it a healthy building as well.”

The electri�cation and decarbonization movement provides the industry with a challenge as well, Selking

adds, and that is whether the nation’s grid can handle the increasing draw on electricity if everything is

converted over from natural gas.

“We already have a peak load issue,” he says. “One of the advantages to geothermal is it provides a

great peak load shaving opportunity because that ground source is at a constant temperature all day —

it doesn’t matter if it’s 5 p.m. when everyone gets home from work and turns on their air conditioner in

Phoenix or if it’s in a high heating area in the middle of winter. The peak load shaving is a huge, positive

opportunity as we convert the entire country to electri�cation.”

Building heating and hot water represent 40% of carbon emissions in the U.S. Until those buildings get

away from burning fossil fuels, the country is not going to meet its decarbonization goals, Egg points

out.

“To meet those goals, we need something electric,” he says. “There are really two or three types of

building electri�cation solutions. You can go to all-electric by using electric resistance heating, or either

air-source heat pumps or you can go to ground-source heat pumps. Air-source heat pumps are a

solution in that works in certain areas, especially south of the Mason-Dixon Line, in other words, areas

where the cold isn’t as severe in the wintertime. However, there are exceptions to that, which we saw last

winter in Texas. They had a cold snap that just about destroyed their electric grid, and that’s because

Texas is a place that uses a good deal of electric heating through heat pumps or electric resistance

heating. So when they had that cold snap, their electric grid couldn't handle it. The same thing would

happen in any area like New York. Now, think about New York. They are using combustion for spacing

and hot water. If we electrify New York haphazardly, they'll become the next Texas.

“Now, if they go with the geothermal solution, the electric peak they see in New York in the summertime

(for air conditioning) will be the same as the electric peak in the wintertime. This is because the ground

provides enough energy that ground-source heat pumps can do all the heating for domestic hot water

and space heating at about the same electrical peak demand level they’re currently experiencing in the

summer for air conditioning. My point is that geothermal is the answer because you can convert to

geothermal without necessarily increasing the electrical grid infrastructure.”

BanksPhotos/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Nicole Krawcke , is chief editor of PM Engineer.
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Choosing the correct relief valve needs
preplanning.

By George McHugh

Pressure relief valves protect �re sprinkler system

components by relieving excess system pressure from

supply surges or temperature changes. Since the 2010

edition, NFPA 13: “Standard for the Installation of Sprinkler

Systems” has required pressure relief valves to be installed

on all wet pipe �re sprinkler systems. But picking the correct

relief valve for a speci�c system does need a little

preplanning. By knowing the desired static pressure of the

system and by reviewing the UL and FM Standards

regarding the required operational characteristic of relief

valves used on sprinkler systems for guidance, one can

deduce the best rating for a relief valve on any system.

While �eld adjustable pressure relief valves may be tempting

due to the �exible rating, they are often being used in a

manner that violates the FM Standard. Their ability to be

adjusted by anyone can introduce the very risks to the

system that the NFPA 13 requirement was meant to eliminate.

Factory-set relief valves are the best option due to a tested

range of features proven to serve the system well.

AGF’s Model 7000 Pressure Relief Valve is

factory-set and has a handle to flush debris,

unlike most field adjustable models.

NFPA 13 relief valve requirements

Before the 2010 edition, NFPA 13 only required relief valves on gridded wet pipe systems or on the

discharge side of the pressure-reducing valve. In the 2010 edition, they expanded the requirement to all

wet pipe systems:

“7.1.2.1. Unless the requirements of 7.1.2.2 are met a wet pipe system shall be provided with a listed relief

valve not less than 1/2-inch (12mm) in size set to operate at 175 psi (12.1 bar) or 10 psi (0.7 bar) in excess of

the maximum system pressure, whichever is greater.”

The only exception this edition supplies is “where auxiliary air reservoirs are installed to absorb pressure

increases” (7.1.2.2). To summarize, every wet pipe system needs a listed pressure relief valve no smaller

than 1/2-inch in size.”

What makes a “listed” valve?

What makes a pressure relief valve “listed” by NFPA 13 standards? In the 2010 edition, the term “listed” is

de�ned as:

“3.2.3* Listed. Equipment, materials or services included in a list published by an organization that is

acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction and concerned with the evaluation of products or services,

that maintains periodic inspection of production or listed equipment or materials or periodic evaluation

of services, and whose listing states that either the equipment, material or service meets appropriate

designated standards or has been tested and found suitable for a speci�ed purpose.”

Essentially, this means that a third-party organization acceptable to the authority having jurisdiction must

inspect a component and deem it “listed” by their standards. Two common organizations that perform

this function in the �re sprinkler industry are UL and FM. So, a “UL Listed” or “FM Approved” relief valve

can meet that part of the NFPA 13 requirement.

Relief valve rating requirements

Both UL and FM have standards to guide the relief valve

rating choice for a system. The valves must open and

close within a range of their ratings. FM requires

opening at no less than 85% of the rating, while UL

requires opening at a pressure no greater than 105%. UL

and FM require closing within a percentage below

opening.

A rule of thumb to help guide what “rated” pressure

relief valve to choose is to compare the system’s

desired static pressure to the outcome of the equations.

Multiply the relief valve’s factory-set rating by 90% to

determine the estimated minimum opening and by 80%

to determine the estimated minimum closing.

As an example, if a relief valve is rated at 175 psi, and

you applied the two equations mentioned above, you

would end up with 158 psi and 140 psi, respectively. If

the desired system static pressure is below 150 psi, a

175 psi rated relief valve is usually the best choice. But if

the desired system static pressure was closer to 165 psi,

there would likely be a con�ict.

AGF’s Model 7000L can be temporarily locked

closed without affecting the factory-set PSI rating.

This allows for hydrostatic testing with the valve

installed on the system.

If the pressure relief valve installed is designed to open at or below the desired system static pressure,

the valve might constantly relieve “excess pressure” while the system’s pumps continue to try to meet the

desired system static pressure. The proper relief valve rating for a system with a designed 165 psi static

pressure might be close to or slightly higher than 200 psi. But it is equally important not to install a

pressure relief valve with too high a rating, as that might put the system at risk of being over-pressurized.

Risks of adjustable pressure relief valves

Adjustable pressure relief valves are sometimes used because of their ability to be adjusted in the �eld.

However, a range of problems comes with the ability for anyone to “adjust” such a critical system

component.

Without an understanding of UL and FM operational characteristics described above, some might think a

relief valve is faulty when it opens below its rated pressure. Usually, it is operating as designed and

protecting the system. With an adjustable relief valve, anyone can come along and adjust the pressure

rating to stop the “leaking.” This puts the system at risk because the relief valve is now not operating in

the intended pressure range.

After a system is initially installed, modi�ed or maintained, best practices require hydrostatic pressure

testing above the desired system static pressure to check for leaks. For this testing to be successful, it

must occur prior to a pressure relief valve, designed to keep the system at the desired static pressure, is

installed. As a result, the relief valve is typically installed after hydrostatic testing occurs.

Some manufacturers and system installers use adjustable relief valves as a shortcut. Their intention is for

the relief valve to be adjusted completely closed for hydrostatic testing and then adjusted open to

hopefully the correct pressure after the testing.  However, since it is adjusted in the �eld, there’s no way

to guarantee that it is at the correct pressure.

According to the “FM Approvals Standard for Trim Water Pressure Relief Valves 1/4-inch through 2 1/2-

inch Nominal Size,” Class #1359, section 3.2.6 speci�cally states that, “no �eld adjustments to the set

pressure is permitted.” Therefore, the action of adjusting the relief valve to allow a testing pressure

above the designed static pressure and then adjusting the relief valve again back to hopefully the

correct pressure would likely violate the FM Standard.  

Additionally, section 3.2.7 states, “A manual external handle may be provided by the manufacturer as an

option for exercising the valve. By cycling this handle, the valve plug may be exercised while under

pressure, to �ush debris of other foreign matter o� the seat. This optional external handle will have no

e�ect on the set pressure of the valve.”

A debris �ushing handle is a valuable feature to ensure that the valve can be exercised and tested, and

that leak-causing debris can be �ushed from the valve to leave the system protected. Most traditional

factory-set pressure relief valves include this feature. Adjustable pressure relief valves typically do not

have a �ushing handle to exercise and test the valve. Debris may also cause a leak, which may result in

�eld personnel simply adjusting the valve, possibly defeating the valve's intended purpose, to stop the

“leak.”

Factory-set and listed for the best protection

Recent options on the market might o�er the best solution. These “Listed” valves were designed

speci�cally for wet sprinkler system trim and drain. They have the capability to be temporarily closed,

using a common tool that will not a�ect the factory set rating, to allow for hydrostatic testing with the

valve already installed on the sprinkler system.  Simply removing the tool after testing returns the

pressure relief valve to its original factory-set pressure rating. Factory-set pressure ratings are tested for

accuracy in the desired range. Adjustable relief valves cannot guarantee this level of accuracy and

safety.

NFPA 13, 2010 edition requires listed pressure relief valves on all wet �re sprinkler systems. Products that

are both UL Listed and FM Approved are the best option, as they have held up to two rigorous sets of

standards. Choose factory-set traditional or lockable pressure relief valves to meet code, get proper

functionality, and enjoy a set of features proven to serve the system well.

Pixel Stock/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

George McHugh   xxx.
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tricky hospital job
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Press technology helps North Dakota
contractor complete new plumbing and

low-pressure steam piping project on time.

By Kristen White

The biggest project Jordan Haugtvedt has

worked on lately ended up getting a big

helping hand, thanks to Viega ProPress and

MegaPress technology.

Haugtvedt has been with Q&Z Heating and

Plumbing in Grand Forks, North Dakota, for

nine years and currently holds the position of

journeyman/foreman. When the local hospital

came calling, asking not only for new

plumbing but also some low-pressure steam

piping used on steam humidi�ers, Haugtvedt

knew that his previous experience with Viega

ProPress and MegaPress would be just what

the doctors ordered.

Haugtvedt estimates that the project used up

to 10,000 �ttings, from 1/2-inch all the way up

to 4 inches.

“It took us about 18 months, start to �nish,”

Haugtvedt said. “We did three stories,

including 11 patient rooms on the second �oor.

It was a good-sized project,” he says.

“ProPress �ttings helped us out. Doing

everything with ProPress makes the job faster,

compared to solder or sweating.”

A North Dakota hospital contracted Grand Forks, North Dakota-based Q&Z Heating and

Plumbing to install new plumbing as well as some low-pressure steam piping used on

steam humidifiers. Photo courtesy of Viega.

In this case, the team was working on an addition to the hospital, along with a remodel. Remodeled

areas were closed while work was being done, so dodging patients and sta� wasn’t a problem. That

said, working with press technology ensured that the areas didn’t stay closed any longer than necessary.

Haugtvedt said perhaps the toughest part was �nding quali�ed help, since the pandemic has made

labor shortages even worse than they already were.

“The nice part in speeding up the process was that we were short-handed due to Covid, so I was able

to do more work with fewer people,” Haugtvedt said.

The project used up to 10,000 fittings, from 1/2-inch all the way up to 4 inches and took about 18 months from start to finish. Photo courtesy of Viega.

Of course, following the necessary rules and codes was a high priority as well.

“Hospitals have all sorts of di�erent codes to follow to make everything OSHA (Occupational Safety and

Health Administration) compliant and just kosher in the hospital world in general,” Haugtvedt said.

“Again, being able to press really helped us with that.”

Not having to pull permits or do any hot work while using clean, quick press technology was a boost to

the project.

For the low-pressure steam system, Haugtvedt said he and his crew used 1 1/2-inch 90s, unions and

male adapters — around 40 �ttings in all — while taking proper condensate drainage into account. When

it came time to �gure out what direction to go for this project, Haugtvedt said it didn’t take him and his

coworkers long to pick.

“Ever since I got here, all my company uses is Viega,” Haugtvedt said. “I wouldn’t use anything else. It’s

e�cient. It’s easy. They’re the ones to use.”

Being able to get the job done in a hurry— while also measuring up to all the speci�cations and special

needs of a hospital project — was especially helpful for the Q&Z crew.

SIphotography/iStock/Getty Images Plus via Getty Images.

Kristen White   is the former public relations and communications manager for Viega.
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Midland Industries

3145 Oak St.

Kansas City, MO 64111

(800) 821-5725

sales@midlandindustries.com

https://www.midlandindustries.com

CLICK HERE to see all product photos, downloads, and more!

Midland Industries is a family of manufacturers & suppliers specializing in hose, valves, & �ttings serving our customers with

con�dence & trust enabling them to buy & sell more pro�tably. With our history of outstanding customer service & innovation,

Midland Industries is the perfect �t of customer-driven solutions, smart technology & deep product selection - built on strong family

values & traditions. When �nding the perfect �t matters, count on Midland Industries to exceed all expectations.

Product Categories

Brushes, Acid, Copper Fitting, Tube & Pipe Cleaning

Caps & Plugs

Clamps, Hose

Clamps, Pipe

Clamps, Pipe Repair

Cocks, Gas Line

Cocks, Water Line

Connectors, Flexible

Connectors, Gas Appliance

Connectors, Plumbing

Connectors, Pump

Connectors, Water Heater

Copper

Couplings, Hose

Couplings, Pipe

Couplings, Pipe, Flexible

Couplings, Pipe, Quick Connect

Couplings, Tubing

Cutters, Copper Tubing

Cutters, Pipe

Drains, Bath/Shower

Drains, Cleanout

Drains, Lavatory

Drains, Sink

Fasteners

Filters/Puri�ers, Water, Residential

Fittings, Brass

Fittings, Brass, Fire

Fittings, Cast-Steel Flanged

Fittings, Compression

Fittings, Copper Tube

Fittings, Flare

Fittings, Galvanized

Fittings, Iron

Fittings, Laboratory, Air

Fittings, Laboratory, Gas

Fittings, Laboratory, Vacuum

Fittings, Lead-Free

Fittings, Pipe, Brass

Fittings, Pipe, Bronze, Solder

Fittings, Pipe, Cast Iron

Fittings, Pipe, Compression

Fittings, Pipe, Copper

Fittings, Pipe, Dielectric

Fittings, Pipe, Flare

Fittings, Pipe, Galvanized

Fittings, Pipe, Grooved

Fittings, Pipe, Iron

Fittings, Pipe, Malleable

Fittings, Pipe, Nickel

Fittings, Pipe, Outlet

Fittings, Pipe, Plastic

Fittings, Pipe, Stainless Steel

Fittings, Pipe, Steel

Fittings, Pipe, Union

Fittings, Pipe, Welded

Fittings, Plastic

Fittings, Push-In Tube

Fittings, Stainless

Fittings, Steel

Flanges, Closet

Flanges, Pipe

Flanges, Pipe, Galvanized

Floats, Water Closet

Gauges, Liquid Level

Gauges, Pressure

Gauges, Steam

Gauges, Water

Head Cocks, Air

Head Cocks, Gas

Heads, Shower

Hose Bibbs

Hose, Flexible Metal

Hose, Gas

Hose, Metal

Hose, Rubber

Hose, Stainless Steel

Hydrants, Wall, Freezeless Commercial

Hydrants, Wall, Freezeless Residential

Hydrants, Yard, Freezeless

Nipples, Brass

Nipples, Copper

Nipples, Hose

Nipples, Iron

Nipples, Plastic

Nipples, Steel

Pipe & Fittings, Gas Vent

Pipe, Brass or Copper, Iron Pipe Size

Pipe, Cast Iron, Threaded

Pipe, Couplings

Pipe, Plastic, PEX

Pipe, Polyethylene

Pipe, Polypropylene

Pipe, Steel, Seamless

Plumbing Brass

Plumbing Specialty Products

Pump, Parts

Refrigeration Products

Sprinkler System Accessories, Gauges, Pressure

Sprinkler System Accessories, Valves

Stops or Valves, Lavatory

Stops or Valves, Shower

Stops, Compression

Tape, Pipe Wrap

Tools, PEX

Tools, Plumbing

Tools, Tube Crimping

Traps, Plumbing Brass

Tubing, Aluminum

Tubing, Plastic

Tubing, Stainless Steel

Unions, Brass

Unions, Bronze

Unions, Dielectric

Unions, Malleable

Unions, Plastic

Unions, Steel

Vacuum Breakers

Valve, Shut-O�

Valves, 2 Way

Valves, 3 Way

Valves, 4 Way

Valves, Air

Valves, Angle or Globe, Brass

Valves, Angle or Globe, Bronze

Valves, Angle or Globe, Stainless Steel

Valves, Angle or Globe, Steel

Valves, Back�ow Prevention

Valves, Ball

Valves, Butter�y

Valves, Bypass

Valves, Check, Ball

Valves, Check, Stainless Steel

Valves, Check, Steel

Valves, Compressor

Valves, Drain

Valves, Exhaust or Relief, Automatic

Valves, Gas Service

Valves, Gate, Brass

Valves, Gate, Bronze

Valves, Gate, Globe and/or Angle

Valves, Marine

Valves, Metering

Valves, Needle

Valves, Plastic

Valves, Pressure, Reducing

Valves, Pressure, Regulating

Valves, Radiator, Air, Hot Water

Valves, Radiator, Gate

Valves, Solenoid, Gas

Valves, Solenoid, Water

Valves, Stainless Steel

Valves, Supply, Water & Steam

Valves, Water Supply Shut-O�

Water Hammer Arrestors

B.I.G. Book Premium Listings
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Oatey Co.

20600 Emerald Pkwy.

Cleveland, OH 44135

(800) 321-9532

https://www.oatey.com

CLICK HERE to see all product photos, downloads, and more!

Since 1916, Oatey has provided reliable, high-quality products for the residential & commercial plumbing industries, with a

commitment to delivering quality, building trust & improving lives. Today, Oatey operates a comprehensive manufacturing &

distribution network to supply thousands of products for professional builders, contractors, engineers & do-it-yourself consumers.

Product Categories

Access Panels

Bowl Setting Gaskets & Bolts

Boxes, Washing Machine Outlet

Brackets or Hangers, Lavatory

Brackets or Supports, Pipe & Conduit

Brushes, Acid, Copper Fitting, Tube & Pipe Cleaning

Caulks

Cement or Compounds, Pipe Joint

Cements, Plastic Pipe

Clamps, Pipe

Clamps, Pipe Repair

Cleaners, Boiler & Heating Systems

Closet Repair Parts

Compounds, Leak Detecting

Compounds, Pipe Joint

Compounds, Repair

Compounds, Sealing

Cutting & Penetrating Oils/Lubricants

Drains, Basement

Drains, Bath/Shower

Drains, Cleanout

Drains, Floor

Drains, Lavatory

Drains, Sink

Flanges, Closet

Flanges, Toilet

Grab Bars

Pastes, Soldering

Plugs, Test

Roof Flashing

Sealants, Pipe Joint Compounds

Shock Arrestors

Tape, Pipe Wrap

Thread Sealants

Toilet Accessories

Valve Boxes

Washing Machine Pans

Waste & Over�ow Trim Kits

Wastes & Over�ows

B.I.G. Book Premium Listings

BACK TO PREMIUM LISTINGS INDEX
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QuickDrain USA

2597 W. 64th Ave.

Denver, CO 80221

(866) 998-6685

https://www.quickdrain.com

CLICK HERE to see all product photos, downloads, and more!

Part of the Oatey Co. family of brands, QuickDrain USA is a premier manufacturer of curbless & curbed shower solutions for

showers & wet areas. Balancing elegant design with exceptional performance & universal design, QuickDrain’s shower solutions

o�er best-in-class accessibility, �exibility & ease of installation, making them the ideal choice for healthcare, hospitality & residential

renovations & new builds alike. For more information, visit www.quickdrainusa.com or follow QuickDrain on Facebook, LinkedIn or

Instagram.

Product Categories

Drains, Bath/Shower

Drains, Floor

Drains, Lavatory

Drains, Sink

Showers, Safety

B.I.G. Book Premium Listings

BACK TO PREMIUM LISTINGS INDEX
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The Distribution Point

3242 Moody Pkwy.

Moody, AL 35004

(866) 837-2550

https://www.thedistributionpoint.com

CLICK HERE to see all product photos, downloads, and more!

As an independently owned company, TDP exists to support your business & we answer to you – not stockholders. Get real

supply chain solutions with access to over 45 popular brands, same-day shipping for stocked product ordered before 5:30 Central,

no order minimums, job quotes, direct shipping, specialized packaging, & more.

Product Categories

MASTER DISTRIBUTORS

B.I.G. Book Premium Listings

BACK TO PREMIUM LISTINGS INDEX
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Rep Locator Premium Listings

Associated Marketing Inc.

11500 Roosevelt Blvd. G1

Philadelphia, PA 19116

(215) 677-6870

hunter@associatedmarketing.net

www.associatedmarketing.net

CLICK HERE to see all product photos, downloads, and more!

Philadelphia based �rm that is focused on Results, driven by Passion, performed through Professionalism & Involvement while

committed to continual Progress.  We work long, hard hours, not only because it’s a requirement – but because it’s what

challenges us to be better than our best.

Product Categories

Fire Protection
 Heating

 Hydronics
 Industrial Supplies

 Irrigation
 Pipe, Valves, Fittings (PVF)

Plumbing Products
 Pumps-Well Supplies

 Refrigeration
 Solar Heating/Cooling

 Ventilation
 Waterworks

BACK TO PREMIUM LISTINGS INDEX
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Rep Locator Premium Listings

Deerman Sales

1919 Oxmoor Rd., Ste. 417

Birmingham, AL 35209

(205) 305-5705

craig@deermansales.com

https://www.deermansales.com

CLICK HERE to see all product photos, downloads, and more!

Deerman Sales is a manufacturing representative company with an expertise in residential, commercial & decorative plumbing

products. We provide best-in-class service to your customers while delivering on the sales & marketing goals of our

manufacturing partners. Our strategic approach in marketing & promoting our manufacturer's products secures long term success.

Given our industry knowledge & builder/plumber/distributor relationships we ensure that our manufacturers goals are met.

Specializing in an end user pull through sales approach, Deerman Sales will deliver revenue results.

Product Categories

Kitchen/Bath
 Plumbing Products

 

BACK TO PREMIUM LISTINGS INDEX
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Rep Locator Premium Listings

FIA Inc.

7 Sixth Rd.

Woburn, MA 01801

(800) 423-7187

custsrv@�ainc.com

https://www.�ainc.com

CLICK HERE to see all product photos, downloads, and more!

Fluid Industrial Associates, Inc. is a stocking manufacturer’s representative of plumbing, heating, & HVAC products.  With full

territory coverage of the six New England states, FIA supports the residential & commercial markets, selling products through a

strong network of wholesale distributor partners.  Our mission is to provide our customers industry leading energy-e�cient

products & solutions, while delivering superior customer service, & being a leader in training & educations.

Product Categories

Air Conditioning
 Heating

 Hydronics
 Pipe, Valves, Fittings (PVF)

Plumbing Products

Pumps-Well Supplies
 Solar Heating/Cooling

BACK TO PREMIUM LISTINGS INDEX
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Rep Locator Premium Listings

Reece-Hopper Sales

14348 Proton Rd.

Farmers Branch, TX 75244

(713) 691-5103

sales@rhsalesreps.com

https://www.rhsalesreps.com

CLICK HERE to see all product photos, downloads, and more!

Covering all of Texas & Oklahoma markets, Reece-Hopper Sales is dedicated to bringing value to both our wholesale customers &

manufacturers alike.  We pride ourselves in the excellent service we provide, as well as our representation of world class

manufacturing partners.  Reece-Hopper Sales continues to build a platform for growth & undeniable sustainability for the future.

 Our dynamic sales team is comprised of industry veterans as well as young, educated & results driven individuals.  WE. BRING.

VALUE.

Product Categories

Kitchen/Bath
 Plumbing Products

 

BACK TO PREMIUM LISTINGS INDEX
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Rep Locator Premium Listings

Woods & Jaye Sales Co.

33-09 37th Ave.

Long Island City, NY 11101

(718) 786-8260

sales@wjny.com

https://www.wjny.com

CLICK HERE to see all product photos, downloads, and more!

Woods & Jaye is a full service Manufacturer's Representative, Marketer & Distributor of speci�cation grade plumbing, heating,

hydronic equipment, steam, waste & wastewater products, controls, plumbing supplies & specialties that cover a vast range of

applications.  We cover the territory of New York City’s 5 Boroughs, Long Island, Westchester, & Northern New Jersey. We o�er a

deep range of services to our manufacturers, architects, engineers, kitchen designers, owners, facilities, wholesalers, & contractors.

As an agency, we hold ourselves to the highest standards possible & are committed to providing ethical & professional

representation. We know our manufacturers. We know our customers. We know our market.

Product Categories

Fire Protection
 Heating

 Hydronics

Industrial Supplies
 Pipe, Valves, Fittings (PVF)

Plumbing Products
 Pumps-Well Supplies

 Solar Heating/Cooling
 Ventilation

BACK TO PREMIUM LISTINGS INDEX
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